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The two main functions of the head positioning servomechanism in hard disk 
drives (HDD) are track seeking and track following. Track seeking moves the read write 
(R/W) head from the current track to a specified destination track in minimum time using 
a bounded control effort. Track following maintains the head as close as possible to the 
center of the destination track while information is being read from or written to the disk. 
It is suggested that on a disk surface, tracks should be written as closely spaced as 
possible to maximize the usage of the disk surface. This means an increase in the track 
density, which subsequently means a more stringent requirement on the allowable 
variations of the position of the heads from the true track center. The prevalent trend in 
the design of hard disk drive servomechanism is towards smaller hard disks with 
increasingly larger capacities. This implies that the track width has to be smaller leading 
to lower error tolerance in the positioning of the head. The controller for track following 
has to achieve tighter regulation in the control of the servomechanism. 
In hard disk drives, the head position is detected from the servo signal embedded 
with data. The choice of sampling frequency for the servomechanism depends on the 
rotational speed of the disks and the number of servo sectors per track. Since servo 
sectors occupy part of the storage area, it is desired to keep the number of servo sectors 
per track low to maximize storage efficiency. This restriction on the sampling frequency 
often makes it difficult to achieve the performance demanded from the servomechanism. 
 ix 
However, the selection of the frequency at which the control signal can be updated is not 
restricted by the problem of storage efficiency. The frequency of updating the control 
signal can be set faster than the sampling frequency. In other words the output sampling 
frequency is different from control updating frequency, and the servomechanism 
represents a multirate system. The main objective of this thesis is to study the advantages 
achieved through the use of a multirate control in HDD servomechanism, and to design a 
multirate controller for the system. In particular, this thesis introduces a number of newly 
proposed techniques for designing multirate controller: 1. Single input single output 
(SISO) approach for multirate design, 2. Robust feedforward controller for systems with 
multiple flexible modes, 3. Partial estimation approach for Dua l input single output 
systems, and 4. Multirate control for dual stage actuated systems. The SISO approach for 
multirate systems presented in this thesis is a combination of a multirate observer and a 
all pass filter. This approach reduces the complexity in designing multirate control for 
any system where the sampling frequency is constrained. It has become increasingly 
more difficult to position a magnetic head right on top of narrow data tracks with high 
accuracy by using a conventional voice-coil motor (VCM). A dual-stage actuator (DSA) 
system in HDDs is a prospective solution for boosting servo bandwidth to satisfy the 
future requirement of ultra-high track density (Track Per Inch, TPI). Main issue in 
designing the controller for the light-weight secondary actuator in an HDD 
servomechanism lies in the presence of lightly damped resonant modes. In this thesis, we 
propose a new design concept for designing compensators by preconditioning the signal 
for expected variation of parameters. Signal processing optimization tools are used to 
find a better preconditioning feedfoward compensator for multimode flexible systems. 
 x 
Partial estimation is proposed for a dual input single output (DISO) system to reduce the 
computational cost and complexity of the controller. Such a system with less cost and 
complexity is very much desired in the HDD industry. Reduced cost plays an important 
role to keep the manufacturer competitive. Compensator of low complexity is 
advantageous for failure analysis. The proposed design is further extended to multirate 
controller design for dual stage actuators. 
 
 Simulation and experimental results show that the proposed multirate control and 
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Data storage devices have been and continue to remain pervasive in computing, 
communication, consumer, and entertainment systems. In order to meet the wide and 
varying demands of different applications, storage devise have naturally become 
segmented on the basis of their performance (Fig.1.1), typically specified in terms of the 















   Fig.1.1 Storage system segmentation 
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Fig.1.1 shows the segmentation of some commonly used storage devices. Highly 
cost sensitive applications, including software distribution and consumer audio use CD-
ROM where the access time is on the order of hundreds of milliseconds, but the cost of 
the drive and the media is extremely low. File backup and archival storage rely on the 
Low cost and lower performing tape systems. Near real-  time transactional systems use 
the higher cost, higher performance hard disk drive (HDD) systems, Solid state memory 
devices with access times on the order of nanoseconds but much higher cost per 
Megabyte are used for real-time storage applications. Based on historical and current 
trends, the HDD system unequivocally occupies a unique position in the storage system 
segmentation. In order to keep this position unchallenged the technology in HDD systems 
continues to evolve at a very rapid and deterministic pace to meet the emerging demands 
of high performance computing and peripheral devices.  
 
The HDD is a highly sophisticated electromechanical device. The mechanical 
assembly involves a slider mechanism holding a read/write head that flies about 
0.04micro meter over a disk, rotating at a speed in the range between 4500 rpm and 
15,000 rpm and possibly going to even higher rpm in the near future [1]. A typical drive 
might have 1 to 10 disks and 2 to 20 heads. Data is stored on the disk in the form of 
concentric circles, where each circle is referred to as a track. The number of tracks placed 
per unit length along the radial direction is referrer to as the track density, measured in 
tracks per inch (TPI). The product of linear and track density then defines the areal 
density, measured in bits per square inch. The product of the areal density and the 
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available surface area defines the capacity per disk. For any given form factor (with fixed 
surface area), the capacity per disk can be increased by increasing the areal density only. 
 
Progress in magnetic recording technology in the last 50 years has been 
amazingly fast. Magnetic storage devices target different applications, have different 
designs, performance characteristics, price tags and range from old and proven floppy 
disk drives to the newest removable storage systems. In hard disk drives industry, the 
density of recording doubled every two years in the last decade. Many technologies have 
been at work in the disk drives. In this chapter, we examine some prevalent technologies 
in the hard disk industry. The practice of storing large amounts of data on magnetic 
media traced back to the early 1950s. It was IBM’s remote research laboratory in San 
Jose that brought the first disk to market in 1956. The invention of the disk drive makes 
interactive computing and continuously online data possible. The capacity, storage 
density, speed, and reliability keep progressing, newer technology enables more data 
written on a smaller area (higher recording density), faster data transfer rates (higher 
performance), small size (mobility), lower cost, and so on. 
 
 The 5.25” hard disk drives (HDD), first introduced by Seagate, had a capacity of 
5-Mbyte in full-height format (twice as high as the height of a modern CD-ROM drive 
and filled what was then called a full height drive bay). Today the most commonly used 
HDD for desktop application uses disks of 3.5” diameter, and 2.5” disks are used for 
mobile application. The 5.25” full height drives are primitive now, but they opened up 
the world of mass storage on desktop personal computers (PC). These drives were 
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quickly replaced by half-height 5.25” drives and then by 3.5” drives, which opened up 
the new world for laptop computers. The moves from the higher form factors to lower 
form factors were possible with the developments in related technologies and advanced 
manufacturing process. Moving to smaller form factors also demand for higher bit 
density (bits per square inch of disk surface), which in turn, requires smoother disk 
surface, better read/write heads, and lower flying height or the gap between the head and 
disk. Lower power dissipation is yet another requirement for low form factor HDDs. The 
3.5” HDDs are predominant storage system for desktop and server applications, whereas, 
the laptop computers mostly use 2.5” HDDs. The 1.8” or 1” HDDs are finding 
application in handheld Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and other consumer 
applications. It is a small hard disk drive that helps digital cameras hold hundreds of 8-
megapixel images. The fundamental elements of the modern computer systems, manage 
to combine the steady increase in storage density and capacity with the concomitant 
decrease in the size. This great progress was attributed to the following   factors: 
1. Fast computerization and increased demand for personal computers 
2. Migration from large mainframe computers with centralized storage 
towards small personal computers with individual storage units 
3. New families of computers: mobile computers 
4. Introduction of redundant array of independent drives (RAID), which 
consisted of more than one drive 
5. Greatly increased size of software products (operating systems (OS), 
graphic files, multimedia files, video, etc.). For example, the older DOS 
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operating system required only 1.44 MByte floppy disk while the modern 
Windows 2000 OS requires a compact disc (CD). 
As often happens, this dynamic and profitable industry attracted new players and 
expanded to the point of complete market saturation when started exceeding the demand. 
The result was that the price of a megabyte of storage dropped dramatically in recent 
years (below $5 per GB), leaving most of the drive manufacturers with much smaller 
profit margin. At the same time, the need for market domination forced the same 
companies to keep improving the technology even faster than before, rendering the hard 
disk drives into real high-tech bargains. 
 
1.2 Trend in HDD Industry  
While the future is hard to predict, here are some trends that bear watching. 
Currently, the new driving forces are: 
1.  The Internet, as an information superhighway, will require massive 
storage capacities, meaning many hundreds and thousands of terabytes of 
data storage (terabyte= 1000 gigabyte). 
2. Storage area networks (SANs), a corporate storage solution that, in most 
cases, uses RAID technology with multiple drives. 
3. Data backup requires large capacities and becomes mandatory.  
4. New applications such as TiVo (Digital Video Option), digital cameras, 
PDA, personal video recorders with internal storage based upon the hard 
disk drive etc.  
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Despite the continuing development of the competing optics-based storage 
technologies, magnetic storage devices are still better suited for the above-mentioned 
applications. Thus new changes bring new hope for even better and cheaper magnetic 
storage products. The bit density of hard disk platters continues to increase at an amazing 
rate, even exceeding some of the optimistic predictions made a few years ago. Densities 
in the laboratory are now exceeding 100 Gbits per square inch. Looking at the capacity, 
the normal capacity is now well over 80GB. Consumer drives would likely have a 
capacity of 100GB in the near future. 
 
As the recording density advances rapidly, the requirement of HDD servo systems 
becomes more demanding as improving the track density faster than improving the linear 
density is advantageous. To be competitive in the market, the high TPI access systems 
that have minimal cost hike, if not maximum reduction, are desirable. The driving force 
is to increase the servo bandwidth for better disturbance rejection. At the same time, 
alternative substrates, improved spindle motor designs, and air flow designs have reduced 
non-repeatable runout signals, thereby facilitated the improvement of the track density 
even without changing the servo. Parallel to the servo and mechanical improvement, 
advances in signal processing techniques, head, media technology, chip on suspension 
have enabled faster and more accurate PES sampling, thus allowed and accelerated the 
use of higher servo bandwidth. 
  
One of the fundamental requirements in any high accuracy positioning control 
system is the ability to obtain legitimate position information. In magnetic disk storage, 
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this is typically done by writing constant position burst patterns in regularly spaced 
locations on a disk. When such a burst is scanned in the radial direction with a read head, 
a well-behaved triangular response is typically obtained. The servo bursts are written 
interleaved with data sectors (Fig.1.2). As a result, increasing the number of servo sectors 
per track reduces area available for data storage. This restricts the rate of position 
feedback in a typical HDD. There are two important requirements to be fulfilled in a 












Fig.1.2   Servo information on disk 
In point-to-point control the controlled plant is moved from one point at rest to 
another point. The controller is expected to produce small position error at the end of 
measurement. It is often desired to have the measurement completed in shortest possible 
time. This function of the servo controller is known as track access (seek) in HDD. The 
seek controller moves the Read/Write heads from one track to another. After reaching the 
target track, possibly in shortest possible time, the head must be regulated over the track 
with minimum variance. This is to be achieved in the presence of various disturbances, 
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noise and in spite of variation in plant parameters. This function of the servo controller is 
known as tracking controller or track following controller in HDD.  
 
As was mentioned, the PES is the only source of feedback information in the 
HDD servo controller. The sampling frequency for digital control of HDD 
servomechanism is determined by the number of sectors on each track and the speed of 
the Motor. The number of sectors is kept at the minimum possible value to maximize the 
utilization of storage space for recording data. It is a challenge to ensure acceptable 
performance with low sampling rates because digital redesign is to obtain a digital 
controller by discretizing a pre-designed analog controller. The advantage of this 
approach is that wealth of continuous time design methods and the sampling period can 
be selected after the analog control system is designed and thus the continuous time 
closed- loop bandwidth is known. The performance of this method is significantly 
affected by the selected discretization method and the selected sampling interval. 
Standard methods such as bilinear transformation often require a high sampling rate to 
retain performance and closed- loop stability.  Moreover the achievable bandwidth of the 
closed loop system is limited because of the lightly damped resonant modes of the 
actuator. The frequency and damping factor of these modes vary significantly from 
actuator to actuator in the case of mass-production of HDD. Even for the same actuator 
these parameters can vary over time because of wear and tear, and changes in the 
operating conditions. Compensation of the actuator resonances is therefore of extreme 
importance to achieve good performance. If sampling frequency is low, significant 
resonances can alias down to frequencies that are very near the servo bandwidth, thus 
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presenting problems to both stability and transient performance. The controller update 
must be adequate enough to design a controller. Under a constraint on the sampling rate 
of the measurement, the input-updating rate may be set higher for improvement of 
performance; this scheme is referred to as multirate control system. General concept on 
multirate control is summarized below. 
 
1.3 Overview of Multirate Systems 
Multirate and periodic systems are finding more and more applications in control, 
communication, signal processing, econometrics, and numerical analysis. The reason 
may be due to their power in modeling physical systems with inherent features like 
periodic behavior changes [2], seasonal operating environment, nonuniform information 
exchange pattern, multirate sampling, etc or due to the fact that they can often achieve 
objectives that cannot be achieved by single-rate Linear Time Invariant systems (LTI) 
[3]. Due to the rapid development in the technology of digital computers and 
microprocessors, considerable attention has been focused on the study of digital and 
sampled data control and in particular control schemes with multirate sampling. A 
sampled data system is considered to be multirate if sampling at different location occurs 
at different rates. This definition is applicable to both multivariable systems and single 







Fig.1.3 Generalized digital control system 
 
General architecture of a digital control system is shown in Fig.1.3, where G(s) is 
a continuous time plant, C[z] is a discrete-time controller implemented in digital 
computer,  d(t) and n(t) are disturbance and measurement noise, respectively. The 
discrete-time controller has to deal with continuous-time signal in the digital control 
systems. It need to have two samplers one for the reference signal ( )r t  and other one for 
the output ( )y t , and one sample and holder on the input ( )u t . Therefore there exist three 
time periods, rT , sT  and cT  which represent the intervals between samples of r(t), y(t) and 
u(t), respectively.  
 
The selection of the sampling rates for a digital control system is a compromise 
among many factors such as physical constraints, computational power, sensors and cost 
of the components used. The input periods cT  and rT  is generally decided by the speed of 
the Digital-to-Analog converter (DAC) or the speed of the processor and complexity of 
the control algorithm. The output period sT  is also determined by the speed of the sensor 
or the Analog-to- digital converter (ADC). Moreover, in case of multivariable systems, 
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there exist many sampling rates. The conventional digital control systems make all 
sampling rate equal for simplification. However due to practical considerations, it may 
not be feasible to sample all the outputs at the same high sampling rate or to update all 
input signals at the same rate. For example in chemical process control, some variables 
(e.g. temperatures) can be measured essentially continuously whereas other variables 
(e.g. concentrations) may require chemical analysis to be carried out leading to 
significant time between samples. Equally it may be possible to change some inputs 
continuously (e.g. by opening or closing a value), whereas some other inputs may require 
substantial periods between adjustments (e.g. when an operator needs to go to a remote 
part of a plant to make and adjustment manually). In robotics and manufacturing systems, 
where the measurement is obtained through visual feedback [4], the image processing 
requires a long time. In other cases, although it could be possible, it is not convenient to 
have so many measurements and the resources can be used for other purposes. This is the 
case with the read/write head positioning in hard disk drive servo systems. Embedded 
servo sector is used in hard disk drives where the position signal is available only at the 
designated areas on the data tracks (Fig.1.2). Keeping the number of this designated 
sectors per track low increases storage capability [5]. In distributed computer controlled 
systems, as reported in integrated communication systems [6] a number of control loops 
share the same communication channel, and some unexpected delays may occur due to 
conflicts in the use of the common resource [7]. In such application, all the measurements 
can be processed if the sampling interval is large enough, the network will not be so busy 
and the control actions can be applied on time. This approach has also been applied in 
robotics [7]. An increase on sampling rates, on the other hand improves command signal 
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tracking effectiveness, and decreases sensitivity to random plant disturbances, plant 
parameter variations, and measurements noise. Design of controller using multirate 
sampling is a practical solution to achieve improved performance in systems where 
sampling rate is restricted due to some practical reasons.  
 
1.4  Contribution and Organization of the Thesis 
Track density in hard disk increases as demand increases for capacity. Improved 
performance of the read/write head positioning servomechanism is an essential factor in 
the effort of meeting this demand. So the design of the servo controller in presence of 
various mechanical/electrical constraints is a vital issue in the HDD industry. Researchers 
have suggested different methods to improve the performance of the HDD 
servomechanism. Another important issue is the practicality of the design, which takes 
the limitations on hardware, cost of the component etc into consideration. Cost plays an 
important role in deciding the practicality of the solution. One of the primary objectives 
of this research is to push the performance of the servomechanism to a higher level with 
no additional cost. Major contributions of this thesis are summarized below.  
  
1.  Design simplicity and robust design for resonance are addressed to 
enhance the performance of the servomechanism in the presence of 
restrictions on sampling rate of the measurement. Design objectives are 
decided to take the inter-sample response of the system into consideration. 
Updating the control input at a rate faster than that of sampling the output 
is found effective in controlling the inter sample response. 
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2. A simplified method is proposed to design the multirate controller and 
observer.  
3. A simple and robust method for compensation of multiple lightly damped 
resonant modes of the actuator is presented. These flexible modes appear 
to be a bottleneck in the process of extending the closed loop bandwidth to 
the level desired for the precision demanded from the high-density HDDs. 
4. A simple method of designing controller for a dual-stage actuator based on 
partial estimation of states is proposed. The dual-stage actuator is 
considered as the solution for high track density of the next generation 
hard disk drives. These actuators include a piezo-electric micro-actuator 
mounted on the conventional primary actuator. The primary actuator 
provides gross motion of the read/write (R/W) head, whereas the micro-
actuator controls the movement of the read/write head with high precision. 
The construction of the piezo-based dual-stage actuator makes it a dual-
input-single-output system. Many researchers considered this as a special 
case of general multi- input-multi-output (MIMO) system and used 
available techniques for MIMO design. Unfortunately, those methods such 
as H¥-optimization or m-synthesis produce controller of high order which 
are not desirable for implementation. Several researchers adopted 
sequential design of two single- input-single-output (SISO) loops for these 
dual-stage actuators. This thesis presents a controller using partial 
estimation of states which is simpler than other methods and yet effective. 
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The method utilizes the physical insight of the plant to simplify the control 
architecture. 
5. Use of multirate technique results in a design of less complexity that 
achieves better performance without increasing the cost of manufacturing. 
 
In chapter 2, we review the definitions used in hard disk drives and evo lutionary 
path of magnetic data storage. It includes the challenges in disk drives, constraints and 
improvement for future hard disk drives.  There are serious limitations to the continued 
scaling of magnetic recording, but there is still time to explore alternatives. Network 
world demands high capacity data storage at low cost related to areal density. Increasing 
the areal density is not independent problem. It is linked to media, servo control, 
mechanical structure and the firmware. The future of magnetic storage technology is 
unclear. However, there are no alternative technologies which show promise for 
replacing hard disk storage in the near future. 
 
Chapter 3 explains the applications and associated implications of multirate 
system in control engineering. Different algorithms used to design a multirate controller 
such as Taylor series approach, MISO approach, higher order hold methods and 
observers etc. are discussed. The advantages and disadvantages of different methods are 
highlighted. Methods are compared analytically based on factors like (1) availability of 
model, (2) sampling frequency, (3) dynamic performance, and (4) complexity of the 
controller architecture. This chapter provides adequate information for selecting new 
algorithms to overcome those constraints with simple controllers.  Finally the motivations 
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of using multirate controller for single actuated and dual actuated HDD drives are 
explained. 
 
Identification of the primary voice coil motor (VCM) and the dual-stage actuator 
is presented in Chapter 4. There are many methods and algorithms available for modeling 
a dynamic system. Proper design of an experiment is very important in the process of 
identification of models. Decision made at the stage of identification is very much 
dependent on the characteristics of the experiment and data collection. Following 
identification process are considered, (1) choice of input excitation, (2) collection of data 
from tests, (3) selection of the model, (4) structural identification & parameter estimation, 
(5) validation of the identified model. We have considered modeling of single actuator 
and dual actuators for hard disk drive servo systems. Parametric modeling of single stage 
and dual-stage actuator are presented, and the frequency domain method to find the 
parameters is explained. Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation is a good candidate for 
frequency domain experimental data. It has been shown that ML estimation is very useful 
for determination of the resonant  frequencies and damping coefficients in modal analysis. 
Cross coupling effect and saturation weare also taken into consideration for the modeling 
of dual-stage actuators. Obtained transfer functions weare used in following chapters to 
design controllers for real time implementation.  
 
 In chapter 5, a novel tracking control method is proposed for digital control 
systems, where the speed of the Analog-to-Digital converters (ADC) is assumed slower 
than that of the Digital-to-Analog converters (DAC). This is a valid assumption as an 
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ADC is more expensive than a DAC, and use of slower ADC helps to keep the cost low. 
Slower responding ADC dictates the rate at which the output can be sampled. If the 
control signal is updated at this rate, the capacity of the DAC remains under-utilized. If 
we have an algorithm that estimates the inter sample states, then the intermediate 
predictive signals would permit such a system to control the output in smoother steps. 
Hara suggested an approach to overcome the design complexity of the earlier methods 
[8]. His method also results in an observer, which requires less computational time. We 
use this approach to get smoother control signal causing less excitation of resonant 
frequency. Conventional approach of designing multirate controller for a SISO plant 
converts the problem into an equivalent multi- input-single-output (MISO) design of 
single-rate system and uses MISO design techniques. The method adopted in this work 
enables us to use SISO model of the plant and thus simplifies the design problem. 
Multirate observer and the controller are designed for the system where the resonant 
modes lie in the frequencies above and close to the Nyquist frequency, i.e. half of the 
sampling frequency. The resonant modes of the actuator are cancelled through the use of 
a novel digital notch filter, which is another contribution of this thesis. For the given 
application, i.e. HDD servomechanism, the notch filter should posses the property of easy 
tuning. This is required for the consideration of mass-produced actuators where the 
frequency and damping of resonance can vary. The filter structure using all pass 
prototype provides this feature, where the notch frequency and width to the notch can be 
tuned independently. The resultant filter is always stable and it is computationally 
efficient. Designed compensator including Multirate notch filter and Multirate observer 
based state feed back controller is implemented on a test platform. The features of this 
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proposed controller are 1) the controller can be designed ignoring the restriction on 
sampling frequency 2) the plant state matches the desire trajectories at every sampling 
point of reference input and 3) high robust performance is assured by the feedback 
controller because the   estimator is designed based on the nominal model of the plant. 
Moreover the settling is much shorter than existing controllers. It has been compared with 
benchmarks. 
 
Chapter 6 explains the design of a new controller for minimizing residual 
vibration without using a notch filter. Residual vibration is important in a broad range of 
engineering applications such as in the deployment of space structures and actuators or in 
the operation of machine tools and flexible robots. It was motivated by flexible modes 
appearing in micro-actuators in hard disk drives. This approach is based on predefining 
the response for the variations in natural frequencies and damping ratios of the flexible 
modes. Preconditioning the magnitude response for desired compensator drastically 
reduces residual vibrations in mechanical systems. Since predefined magnitude response 
is available, optimization methods can be easily adopted for designing a feedfoward 
compensator. The proved robustness makes the method applicable to real mechanical 
systems. As part of comparison different compensator, e.g. lead lag compensators, notch 
filters and input shaping have been analyzed in detail.   
 
 Chapter 7 presents the design of the controller for dual actuated HDD. An 
additional micro-actuator is attached to a conventional voice-coil-motor actuator to 
provide faster response and hence to achieve higher bandwidth in the track following 
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mode. To exploit the advantages of dual actuated HDD, we propose new control structure 
for dual actuated systems. The controllers for the primary and secondary actuators are 
designed independently ensuring the stability of the VCM loop in the event of secondary-
stage failure. Our design is based on exploiting the MA actuator to near its bandwidth 
capacity, by using a robust feedforward compensator. A PD compensator based on 
observed state is used for the slower VCM actuator. Only the states of the coarse actuator 
are estimated using the observer. Since the displacement of the VCM alone is not 
available for measurement, feedforward estimation of the micro-actuator output is used to 
derive the output of the slower actuator. This provides a reasonable compromise between 
accurate position tracking and fast transient acquisition of the read/write head’s position. 
The overall improvement in performance achieved by the dual actuator configuration 
over the single actuator design is significant. Contribution of this chapter lies in the 
design philosophy of this dual actuator problem. Experimental results are shown to prove 
the improvements obtained via the proposed control techniques in hard disk drive servo 
systems. 
 
 The work is further extended to multirate design which is presented in chapter 8. 
The desired bandwidth of the coarse actuator loop is rather small compared to that of the 
fine actuator. So the sampling frequency for the primary actuator loop can be made lower 
than that of the fast responding secondary actuator. Moreover it is mentioned earlier that 
the sampling frequency in a hard disk drive cannot be made arbitrarily high due to 
inherent limitation of the disk drive systems. The specifications for the coarse actuator 
loop can be set such that the available sampling frequency is enough to meet that 
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requirement. For example, sampling frequency of 10kHz is sufficient if the desired 
bandwidth is 500Hz. The inclusion of the secondary actuator is motivated by the desire of 
increasing the bandwidth of the overall system. So the faster secondary actuator loop 
requires higher sampling rate. The feedforward compensator for the faster actuator can be 
designed and implemented at higher sampling frequency using interpolated information 
from the slower actuator system.  As a part of this research a dual actuated hard disk 
drive is assembled and the control algorithms are implemented.  Significant differences 
are observed between the responses of the single-rate controller and the proposed dual 
rate controller. It shows that dual rate can be successfully implemented to achieve same 
performance with lower sampling frequency.   
 
Finally, the concluding remarks and further discussions on some key issues 





Chapter 2  
 
 
HDD Servo Mechanism 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Hard disk drives (HDDs) provide important data-storage medium for computers 
and other data-processing systems. Every hard disk drive has one or more disks (which 
store magnetic data), and typically twice as many magnetic heads (to read and write 
data). The heads are fabricated on a slider that creates an air-bearing surface (ABS) when 
the hard disk rotates at high speed (typically at 5400 to 7200 revolutions per minute, 
RPM). The ABS helps the slider to fly over the disk. Each head is mounted at the tip of a 
thin suspension arm made of stainless steel. Other end of the suspension is mounted on 
the actuator arm. A single actuator arm supports all suspensions in the HDD, and is 
moved by a voice coil motor. The drive is connected to the computer via an interface 
connector. Some common terms related to HDD technology and performance are 
explained below for better understanding of the subsequent discussions. These terms are 





A concentric set of magnetic bits on the disk is called a track. Each track is (usually) 
divided into several sectors. User data is put into blocks of 512-bytes before they are 
written on the data tracks. 
 
2. Sector 
Each concentric track is divided into equal number of sectors using special magnetic 
patterns that are aligned in the radial direction. A typical HDD has about 100 sectors per 
track. Each sector contains the information related to the identification of tracks and 
sectors. The sector pattern also provides the position error sensing (PES) signal that is 
proportional to the displacement of the read head from the center of the track. 
 
3. Cylinder 
A group of tracks, on all disk surfaces, with the same radius is called a cylinder. 
 
4. Seek Time 
Time required to move the read/write head from one track to another is called seek time. 
Exact amount of time is dependent on the distance between current track and the desired 
track. The industry uses several definitions of seek time, e.g. (1) Track-to-track seek time 
is the time to reach the adjacent track, (2) Full-stroke seek time is the time taken to move 
the read/write head from the outermost track to the innermost track or vice versa, (3) 
Random seek time is the weighted average of all seek time assuming all seek lengths are 
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When the read/write head settles on the target track at the end of seek, any arbitrary 
sector can be under it. In that case, the read/write electronics have to wait till the desired 
sector comes under the head. This time is known as the latency. This waiting time can be 
anything between 0 and the time of one revolution. The average latency is defined as the 
half the rotational period. 
 
6. Access time 
This is the time required to read a requested data from the disk or write data on the disk. 
It is the sum of the time taken to position the read/write head on the desired track (seek 
time), and the time taken to find the desired sector (latency). Different types of access 
time, similar to those of seek time, are commonly referred to in the industry. 
 
7. Tracks Per Inch or TPI: 
This is the number of concentric tracks that can fit in one- inch length of the radius of the 
disk. This is also known as the track density. 
 
8. BitsPer Inch or BPI: 
This is the number of bits that can be recorded on one inch of a track. This is also known 
as bit density. Another commonly used density parameter is the areal density, which 
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equals BPI × TPI. Improvements in areal density have been the chief driving force behind 
the historic improvement in hard disk storage cost. Fig.2.1 shows the areal density versus 




  Fig.2.1 Historic improvement in hard disk storage cost 
 
9. Data transfer rate (DTR) 
The speed at which bits of data are sent is called data transfer rate, or DTR. For example, 
this could describe the speed at which the bits of information are read from the disk and 
sent to the drive’s controller (internal data rate), or characterize the data exchange 
between the controller and PC’s CPU. After cost and capacity, the next most important 
user attribute of disk storage is “performance,” including data rate. Data rate is not an 
independent variable. Once the disk size and rpm are set by access time and capacity 
requirements, and the linear density is set by the current competitive areal density, the 
data rate has been determined. There is a competitive advantage to having the highest 
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commercial data rate, but there is little additional advantage in going beyond that. In 
recent years, data rate for high-end drives has stressed the ability of VLSI to deliver the 
data channel speed required. Since disk drive data rate has been climbing faster than 
silicon speed, this problem is expected to worsen (Fig.2.2). Ultimately, this problem will 
force high-performance disk drives to reduce disk diameter from 3.5 in. to 2.5 in. Since 
capacity per surface is proportional to diameter squared, this change will be postponed as 
long as possible, but it is considered inevitable. Disk diameter was reduced from 24 in. to 
14 in. to 10.5 in. to 5.25 in. to 3.5 in. Laptop computers using 2.5- in. drives have the 
highest areal density in current production, though disks of this diameter are currently 
used only for applications in which size, weight, and power are more important than cost 
per bit or performance. The difficulty of providing sufficiently high-data-rate electronics 
(along with mechanical problems at high rpm) is expected to force a move to the smaller 
form factor for even high-performance drives at some time in the next five years. This 
would be normal evolution, and is not the problem addressed in this section.  
 
 
Fig.2.2 Disk drive data rate 
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Fig.2.3 shows a simple diagram of the hard disk drives [9]. A brief description of each of 
the components of the disk servo loop is presented in the following section [10]. 
 
Fig.2.3 Block diagram of hard disk drive 
• Disks and Media 
In a magnetic disk, data is stored on a recording medium, which is responsive to the 
presence of strong magnetic fields, but stable in their absence. The storage density that a 
given medium can sustain is determined by a variety of factors, including but not limited 
to the size and uniformity of the magnetic dipoles in the material, the orientation of the 
domains and the coercivity and temperature stability of the media. 
 
• Heads 
The magnetic heads are the parts of the drive that use electrical signals to write magnetic 
flux patterns on the disk and read the flux patterns back to electrical signals. MR read 
back head, which is sensitive to the magnetic flux itself, is used as the read heads. 
Magnetization is imparted on the medium using an inductive head. They reside on the 
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same slider. The position information is read with the help of the read head. During write 
operation, the read head is positioned on the center of the track and, therefore, the data is 
written at an offset position due to the inherent separation between the read/and write 
elements on the slider. The amount of offset depends on the radius of the track. To 
counter this effect, the read head must be positioned at some offset from the center of the 
track during read operation. This is known as micro-jog in HDD terminology. 
 
• Sliders 
One enabling technology for hard disk drives is the concept of floating the magnetic 
read/write head on a thin air bearing. The air bearing has the beneficial property that it 
maintains a minimum distance from the disk. Flying height is a critical factor for storage 
density because the strength of the magnetic field varies with the cube of the distance 
between the head and the disk. Thus, lowering the flying height has been a critical step in 
increasing storage densities, even as spindle speeds increased. Smaller sliders have 
dropped the flying height as well. Successive models cut these heights to the point where 
today’s sliders fly well under 3mm from the disk. 
 
• Actuators 
The first linear voice coil actuator was developed by IBM in 1965. As drives shrank, the 
actuator pivot was put in one corner of the enclosure. The actuator and suspension were 
being dragged over the disk in a single line. The structural resonances have moved to 





Spindle speed started at 1200 rpm for the RAMAC, rose to 5400 rpm for 5.25”, 3.5”, and 
2.5” drives, and have increased to 7200, 10,000, and 15,000 rpm for successively faster 
high-performance server drives. Spindle speed affects not only the flying height of the 
disk (and therefore the bit density), but is also a major source of disturbances in the 




• Channels and Electronics 
Data is written to and read from the disk medium by data channel. Data channel has 
important effect on the reading of position information. The leading edge of the 
sophisticated electronics used in a disk drive is in the data channel. As drives have 
become commodity items, the push to lower the chip count has reduced the total number 
of chips even as the sophistication has increased. The stated goal of many disk drive 
manufacturers is to package the entire electronics of a disk drive on a single chip. Fig.2.4 
illustrates the R/W scheme of hard disk drives. 
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Fig.2.4 The Hard disk drive R/W scheme 
 
• Servo Signals 
Modern disk drives read the position of the head relative to the track directly from the 
disk media. Over the history of closed- loop control of disk drives, there have been two 
choices for encoding this position information: dedicated and embedded (or sectored). 
Dedicated servo reserves an entire disk surface for position information, leaving the other 
surfaces to contain only user data. Using embedded servo technique, the position related 
magnetic pattern is interleaved with the blocks of user data, resulting in time multiplexed 
servo information and user data on each surface. Dedicated servos have the advantages of 
unrestricted selection of sampling rate and a possible savings in surface area when the 
total number of disk surfaces is very high. But they are more susceptible to position 
errors caused by the variation in thermal expansion between different suspensions. 
Embedded or sectored servos allow the control of a read/write head using the PES sensed 
by the same head, but force the servo designers to trade of between higher sample rates 
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(desirable) and lower user data density (undesirable). Whether dedicated or embedded, 
the position information must be placed on the drive at the time of manufacturing. The 
format is created by servo writing, a process in which the read/write head is externally 
controlled to write position information magnetically on the disk surfaces. A variety of 
position-encoding methods have been used to encode the servo position, including 
amplitude, phase, frequency, and null encoding. Fig.2.5 shows the disk stack for 
dedicated and sectored servo systems. 
 
Fig.2.5 Dedicated and sectored servo systems. 
 
2.2 Servo Challenges in HDD 
With the introduction and the background given in earlier sections, we now 
discuss something specific to the feedback servo loop in HDD. Far from being an isolated 
problem, the control loops are tightly linked to all the component technologies. The first 
commercial HDD to read the relative position of the read/write head from the disk itself 
and close a feedback loop around this was IBM’s 3330 Merlin drive, which appeared in 
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1. Demodulator produces position information from the servo burst read from the disk. In 
case digital PES is used, the digitized read back data is used. 
 
2. Servo controller controls the position of the read/write heads during reading/ writing of 
data and seeking. Typically it has 3 modes: Seek, settle and tracking. Each mode has its 
own special objective and thus should be designed separately. 
 
3. Spindle control keeps the spindle rotating at a specified speed with minimum speed 
fluctuation. 
 
4. Power driver: drive the spindle motor and the VCM actuator. An overview of some 
specific concentrated works on HDD servos is presented here. 
 
• Analog Sampled Data and Digital Control. 
Early digital controllers on drives emerged for reasons of either economy or performance. 
By using a microprocessor to do servo control, the manufacturers were able to save on 
the cost of analog electronics. Sectored servos led to sampled data control systems, even 
when the control laws were implemented using analog electronics. 
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• State Space 
Early disk drive digital control systems used classical design methods. With DSPs and 
digital control on hard disks, the possibility of doing state-space control and other 
advanced controller emerged. 
 
• Sample Rates and Auxiliary Sensors 
The multiplexing of position information with user data on hard disks creates a set of 
competing objectives. The desire for improved performance in the control system often 
requires a higher sampling rate. Increasing the sampling frequency is possible in an 
embedded servo drive by either increasing the number of servo sectors per track or by 
increasing the spindle speed. The first option is limited by the allowable percentage of 
storage area used by servo sector. Increasing speed of the spindle motor produces more 
heat and sufficient cooling must be provided for successful operation of the system. 
Another problem of the increased spindle speed is the shift in the spectrum of the 
disturbance signal towards higher frequencies. Most of the spindle-related disturbances, 
such as runout, are synchronous to the spin frequency and contains harmonic frequencies. 
Higher spindle speed means higher frequencies in the disturbance input. Both these 
factors described here puts a restriction on the frequency at which position signal can be 
sampled. This in turn has limited the achievable closed- loop bandwidth of the tracking 
servo to the range of 500-1000Hz. Thus, a fair amount of work in multi- rate servos 
becomes popular, where the control output is changed at a significantly higher frequency 
than the sample rate of the PES. 
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 • Noise Sources 
How to measure and compensate the external and internal disturbances that affect hard 
disks performance is another issue in the design of the servo controller. The external 
disturbances are typically in the form of environmental shock and vibration, whether due 
to a computer under a desk being kicked, or simply the motion of a laptop computer. 
Internal disturbances occur mainly due to the spindle’s rotation and the actuator’s 
reaction forces on the drive base plate and housing. From the end of 1980s, many 
researchers mentioned the use of repetitive control to cancel the effects of the spindle 
eccentricity, to remove the harmonic disturbances. The details of the internal disturbance 
will be covered in the later chapters. 
 
• Resonances 
The resonant mode of the mechanics is another limiting factor for the achievable 
performance in HDD servomechanism. The rotary actuators of the HDD show a large 
number of resonant modes. Actuator resonances limit bandwidth because they are lightly 
damped and vary from drive to drive and even in a single drive over time. Suspension 
resonance is the predominant  limiting factor for increasing the bandwidth of the track 
following servo control. Other flexible modes in the range of frequency of interest are 
due to the vibration- isolating shock mounts between the magnet structure and the base 
casting, actuator arm carrier or the 'E-block' (Fig.2.3), and coil structure. The mode due to 
the shock mounts is low in frequency, usually below 100Hz, but has very small 
amplitude. The frequencies of other significant modes are above 1kHz. 
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In- line suspension is commonly used in present day small form factor magnetic 
disk drives, in which the length of the load beam is along the circumferential rather than 
the radial direction. There are different modes associated with the In- line suspension. The 
first of these is caused by twisting of the suspension along the center line of the load 
beam causing a small amount of in-plane head motion. This mode, commonly known as 
1st torsional mode, does not contribute much for off-track error. The largest amount of 
radial motion of the head is caused by the so-called sway mode of the in- line suspension, 
due to the in-plane deformation of the load beam. The in-plane bending occurs at the 
beginning of the rib. The purpose of the rib is to provide the necessary stiffness along the 
length of the load beam in order to maximize the frequency of the first bending mode. 
The ribs stop near the root of the suspension, bend area, to provide the necessary 
compliance to accommodate vertical disk runout. In disk drives with rotary actuators, the 
suspension is excited from side-to-side making the portion of the load beam without rib 
the weakest part of the suspension. This mode has much smaller amplitude in linear 
actuators, where the suspension is excited along the length direction. In sway mode, the 
in-plane motion of the tip of the ‘E-block’ is in-phase with the in-plane motion of the 
read/write head. In another mode, similar to the sway mode, the motion of the tip of ‘E-
block’ is out-of-phase for those of the R/W heads. At this frequency, the whole 
mechanical assembly is excited such that the suspensions start vibrating in the mode 
shape of their nearest natural frequency. Since the unmodeled dynamics of the plant 
consist of infinite number of lightly damped resonances, the deviation from desired 
terminal position may persist for a considerable time before eventually decaying to zero. 
Thus, it is extremely difficult to achieve higher bandwidth without considering proper 
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compensation of these resonances. Control designers have tried to eliminate this problem 
using notch filters, but the ability to implement these notch filters has been limited by the 
relatively low sample rates [12] 
 
• Friction 
From early 1990s, several works have been published describing efforts to analyze and 
mitigate friction in the rotary actuator pivot. In hard disks, it has become an ongoing 
issue since it was first discovered on the Winchester’s linear actuator when a technician 
inadvertently set the lower frequency of his swept-sine measurement at 10Hz rather than 
the customary 100Hz. Several results have been published to model the friction and 
thereby to compensate its effect in the servo loop. Some researchers used disturbance 
observer that fed back the filtered difference between the sensed voice coil current and 
the signal from an arm accelerometer to generate a pivot friction cancellation signal [13]. 
 
• Track Seeking and Track Following 
Traditional controller for the track seeking mode is the Bang-Bang control, which gives 
time-optimal performance. However, the problem of “control chatter” associated with 
Bang-Bang control is not desirable. To avoid the fast switching of the control signal 
between maximum and minimum values towards the end of seek or in response to small 
errors, a modified time-optimal control known as the Proximate Time Optimal 
Servomechanism (PTOS) was proposed by M.L. Workman [14] It is   also understood 
that the reference positions given to the control system can excite the flexible modes of 
the actuator, which take a long time to damp out and make the seek time longer. Pre-
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filtering the reference command helps to eliminate the residual vibration [15]. These 
filters effectively eliminate the spectral components that stimulate the vibration from the 
reference signal. In order to achieve both high speed track seeking and highly accurate 
head positioning, mode switching control designs are widely used in HDD 
servomechanism. Drive initiates from seek, then switches to settle mode, and finally into 
track-following mode. During the early days of disk drives, this mode switching was 
accomplished by switching in different electronics for each mode. As drives adopted 
digital control, the control law is switched in the microprocessor. 
 
There are two important requirements for HDD servo control, i.e., a high-speed 
seeking performance, and a highly accurate head-positioning/settling performance. The 
seek time is a measure (in milliseconds) of how fast the hard disk drive can move its 
read/write head to a desired location. The seek time is limited by the actuator behavior, 
limitation of acceleration current, and control algorithm. With the application of HDDs in 
consumer products, it is required to reduce the seek- induced noise. In an HDD, reading or 
writing of data is allowed when the position error is less than ± 5% of track pitch. It is 
important to maintain the head within this tolerance limit during track following. For 
track seeking mode, it is desired to bring the position error below this ± 5% limit as fast 
as possible. In track following, the position of R/W head may vary from the center of the 
track during track following due to disturbance. This variation from the center of the 
track can be directly read o as the PES. Track following servo systems have to ensure that 
PES is kept to a minimum. Having deviations that are above the tolerance of the disk 
drive would result in too many read or write error, making the disk drive unusable. A 
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suitable guideline is to make the 3 ó value of the PES less than 10% of the track pitch, 
which is about 0.1µm for a track density of 25,000 TPI. Fig.2.6 shows the average seek 
time and rotation speed of modern HDDs. 
 
Fig.2.6 The performance of the hard disk drives. 
 
Traditional way of control design is to follow design specifications such as a certain 
open loop 0 dB cross over frequency, error rejection transfer function peak, etc. The 
servo error transfer function must be sufficiently low in the frequency range where runout 
disturbances are present to yield a sufficiently small close- loop NRRO. This typically 
requires a good servo loop shaping (based on the disturbance spectrum), and in most 
cases enough servo bandwidth and error reject transfer function 0-db cross over 
frequency, and error transfer function peaks. Modern HDDs have been developed for 
higher data recording density and faster data access. Their track widths have become 
narrower and the seek-reaction force of their actuator has become increasing. Under these 
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circumstances, external disturbances such as a vibration tend to badly affect the 
positioning accuracy of read-write heads. To increase the servo loop bandwidth while 
avoiding the amplification of the un-wanted noise and disturbances, detailed plant 
models, including noise and disturbance models, have been studied to facilitate the servo 
control and mechanical system (or access system) design. Either way, the designer has to 
justify how to translate their specifications to performance and robustness requirements. 
The conflict of robustness versus performance, the availability of and assumptions on 
plant, noise and disturbance models are always the major issues that limit the application 
of the control design methods. 
 
It was mentioned that the track following problem in HDD is a tracking problem. 
From a measurement point of view, however there is a significant difference between the 
HDD track following problem and the tracking problem for other mechanical devices 
such as machine tools and precision positioning tables. In the latter the desired output is 
measured, which makes it possible to use feed forward control algorithms such as the 
zero phase error tracking control (ZPETC). On the other hand, the HDD track following 
controller must work on the position error signal (PES), which is the difference between 
the desired track position and the actual head position. This problem is a regulation 
problem. The principal element in regulation systems is the feedback compensator the 
design of which must consider 
 
· Steady state characteristic (tracking accuracy): In HDDs, this is normally set 
about 1/8-1/10 of the track pitch. 
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· Nominal stability: The closed loop system must be stable. 
· Robust stability: The stability of the closed loop system must be maintained in the 
presence of parametric uncertainties and drifts as well as parasitic dynamics. 
· Noise considerations: Attention must be given to measurement noise as well as to 
input noise. 
 
2.3 Limitations with Single Actuator 
The hard disk drives (HDD) industry continuously strives for higher recording 
density which requires the increase of both tracks per inch (TPI) and bits per inch (BPI). 
It is a steady trend to have greater than 60 percent compound annual growth rate (CAGR) 
in areal density in the last decade [16].  Due to the demand for huge data capacity from 
the Internet access and digital video/audio media, the data storage industry is pushing the 
areal density of hard disk toward over 100 GBits/in2. Accordingly, the track density will 
outnumber 100,000 tracks per inch (TPI) in a few years time. The areal density of 
magnetic disk drives will keep increasing. Demand for this capacity has to be met with 
the same or smaller geometrical dimension of the HDD. The track pitch is expected to 
become less than 1µm in the near future. This means that the positioning errors position a 
magnetic head right on top of narrow data tracks with high accuracy, by using a 
conventional VCM. Moreover, the information storage technology demands not only for 
large storage capacity but also for fast access time for data. Increase in number of tracks 
per surface or higher track density result in the requirement of tighter servo control 
specifications. The rotational speed of the spindle motor in 3.5” high-performance HDDs 
has reached 10,000 rpm, and is expected to become higher. Such high rotational speed 
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causes a large windage disturbance and disk flutter. These disturbances are a serious 
problem for increase in track density. It demands for more precise and smaller motion of 
the read/write head. Higher servo bandwidth is necessary to achieve such precision. 
Servo bandwidth is traditionally defined as the 0dB crossover frequency of the open- loop 
control system and the ability to reject off track disturbance that does not scale down with 
the track width. It is estimated that a closed loop bandwidth in the range of 2kHz would 
be necessary to achieve a track density of 100,00 TPI (Tracks per Inch). Achievable servo 
bandwidth using a single-stage actuator in HDD is limited to less than 1kHz. The VCM 
in a conventional single-stage actuator is located far away from the read/write head. The 
rotary actuators have a large number of undesirable characteristics (e.g., mechanical 
resonance, nonlinear friction etc.), which limit the maximum achievable performance, in 
terms of closed- loop bandwidth and, in turn track density. In practice, however, the 
response of the system is dominated by three main resonances, typically the first torsion 
and sway modes and either the second torsion or the second sway mode. Other 
resonances are of lesser importance because they are either farther out in frequency or are 
overlaid in frequency by the main modes. Actuator resonances limit bandwidth because 
they are lightly damped and subject to variation from drive to drive and even in a single 
drive over time. Thus, it is extremely difficult to achieve good performance without 
compensating the actuator resonances. Attempts were made to compensate these modes 
using notch filters. The ability to implement these filters has been limited by the 
relatively low sample rates possible in HDD. Friction and hysteresis effect of the VCM 
bearing further aggravate the situation. These nonlinearities result in an oscillatory 
motion of the actuator arm during track following, causing increase in the position error 
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and thus reducing precision and accuracy. VCM arm is very large compared to the 
precision demanded by the servomechanism. The arm also manifests many resonant 
modes that make the precision more difficult to achieve. In short, the single-stage 
actuator, currently used in the industry, is approaching its limits to meet such growing 
demand of higher TPI. 
 
2.4 Benefit of Dual-Stage Servo for Hard Disk Drives 
To satisfy the future requirement of ultra-high TPI, one solution well recognized 
is to use a secondary stage micro-actuator placed closer to the read/write head. A dual-
stage actuator (DSA) system in hard disk drives is widely known to be prospective 
solution to boosting servo bandwidth that reached its critical limit for current single-arm 
actuator structure. It consists of a coarse actuator, usually a voice coil motor, for coarse 
motion and a micro-actuator for fine but range- limited motion. In dual-stage actuator 
(DSA), a micro-actuator is placed much close to the read/write heads to improve servo 
performance in the design of disk drive control systems. It has been studied extensively 
over these years. The micro-actuator is a built- in component of the suspension and the 
moving mass is only part of the suspension and slider/head. Micro-actuator’s flat gain 
characteristic is very helpful in the design of high bandwidth control. Thus it is capable of 
fast and accurate motion and enhances the performance of the HDD. Since the micro-
actuator is attached closer to the read/write head, it can avoid the limitations faced by the 
VCM actuator. Closed loop bandwidth of several kHz can be achieved with this 
arrangement [17] [18]. An ideal dual-stage actuation should place the secondary actuator 
inside the slider near the read/write head. This isn’t yet economically feasible due to the 
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difficulty in volume production. Currently, the suspension-based dual-stage actuation has 
the most promising application in industry considering its cost effectiveness and simple 
structure. For electrostatic micro-actuator, another advantage of using micro-actuator is to 
combine with capacitive measurement techniques, which allow accurate measurement of 
actuator displacement over a wide bandwidth. However, in a conventional disk drive, the 
deviation of the read/write heads from the track center, which is referred to as the 
position error signal (PES), is measured using servo information encoded onto the disk 
surface itself. It is easy to understand that dual-stage actuation is a possible candidate 
means of achieving the necessary servo bandwidth required for runout and disturbance 
rejection in higher-TPI drives. Other reasons for using micro-actuator include lowered 
inertia and power requirements, mitigation of pivot friction etc. However, micro-actuator 
has a very short range of motion and the VCM is still required to move the read/write 
head across the disk surface. In short, micro-actuator can meet the needs for precision 
positioning during track following with the co-operation of VCM. The proposals along 
these lines typically consist of either micro machining a second stage onto a slider or at 
the gimbal or including piezoelectric actuation in the suspension. Although a few 
experienced researchers believe that cost and reliability factors will limit their use, their 
adoption on hard disks is generally considered inevitable. That being said, predictions on 
a time scale for their widespread use range from five to ten years. However, the 
mechanical flexibility of dual-stage actuation also causes some high frequency resonant 
behavior. These resonances degrade the stability of the servo control system. In general, 
maximizing the performance of dual-stage actuation and improving the servo bandwidth 
requires a proper compensation of the milli/micro-actuator’s resonance. Fig.2.7 shows the 
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entire dual-stage actuator setup, with the micro-actuator mounted at the end of the arm 




Fig. 2.7 Photograph of the entire dual-stage actuator setup. 
 
2.5 Selection of Micro-actuators 
Dual-stage servo system represents a combination of the coarse actuator to make 
large movement and a low-inertia micro-actuator for fast and precise positioning. 
Currently, several types of micro-actuators are being developed by the researchers to be 
used in HDD [23] [22] [21] [20] [19] [17]. Research designs may be divided into three 
types:  
driving a head suspension assembly, driving a slider and driving a head element. Among 
them, two approaches for magnetic disk drives are currently being considered by the 
magnetic recording industry [24]. The first approach is to utilize micro-electromechanical 
systems (MEMS) and is generally referred to as the actuated slider approach. In this 
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approach, an electrostatic or electromagnetic MEMS fabricated micro-actuator (MA) is 
sandwiched between the gimbal and the slider and it either rotates or translates the slider 
relative to the suspension. The actuated slider approach achieves a truly collocated 
secondary-stage actuation of the read/write head, bypassing nonlinear friction, bias 
forces, and all resonance modes associated with VCM. Usually, a MEMS MA has a 
single flexure resonance mode in the 1-2 kHz frequency range and has no other 
appreciable structural resonance modes up the 40kHz frequency range. Thus, the MEMS 
MA-actuated slider dual-stage approach may provide a potential high-performance and 
low-cost solution to achieving extremely high track density because the MEMS MA can 
be batch-fabricated and micro-assembled with the head and the gimbal of suspension. 
IBM has disclosed a MEMS-based micro-actuator which is assembled between the slider 
and gimbal of the suspension [23]. The micro-actuator is a rotational structure which is 
driven by electrostatic comb drives and rotates the slider relative to the suspension. The 
current demonstration design attains a head stroke displacement of 2µm. A typical 
voltage swing of 60 volts (or ± 30V) is required. However, future high efficiency 
efficient micro-actuator designs, operating under ± 20V are possible. The micro-actuator 
has a lightly damped resonance mode at 1.5kHz. Because the micro-actuator is designed 
to rotate the slider relative to its center of mass, the coupling dynamics between the 
coarse actuator and the micro-actuator can be compensated with proper selection of 
controller design. In the second approach, which is generally referred to as the actuated 
suspension, micro actuators (usually made of piezo-electric materials) are used to flex the 
suspension around a pivot, producing relative motion of the read/write head along the 
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radial direction. Most actuated suspensions have multiple structural resonance modes in 
the 4-12kHz frequency range, which may limit the bandwidth of the servo system. 
 
HTI has disclosed a piezoelectric based micro-actuator located in the suspension 
load beam. The design utilizes two PZT (Lead-Zirconate-Titanate) elements, which 
respectively expand and contract when a voltage potential is applied cross their thickness, 
working together to rotate the load beam and producing a slider off track motion. The 
current design attains a stroke displacement of 2µm for a maximum input voltage of 42 
Volts. The micro-actuator has a first resonance mode of 5kHz. This design has both 
advantages and disadvantages. First, the suspension has many resonance modes, 
compared to the MEMS-based micro-actuator with only one flexure resonance mode at 
1.5kHz. Second, no relative position sensing of the micro-actuator is available for the 
active suspension. The control system does not have collocated sensing and control, as in 
the electrostatic MEMS designs. Control is applied at the base of suspension. However, 
the PES is read by the head at the tip of the  suspension. Because the head suspension 
driving micro-actuators are easy to manufacture, they are expected to be used in HDD’s 
in the near future, in spite of their poor mechanical characteristics compared with those 
driving the slider or head element. Generally, the mechanical characteristics improve as 
the micro-actuator becomes closer to the head. Therefore, a MEMS-based micro-actuator 
is considered a future technology for very high track density. The micro-actuator actuator 
considered in this thesis is a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) which is mounted on the 
suspension. Maximum deflection is approximately ± 2 µm. However, these actuators are 
still under development and their incorporation into actual products will require relatively 
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large capital investments by the magnetic recording industry. A photograph of the 
piezoelectric micro-actuator is shown in Fig.2.8. This is the actual hardware that we used 
for the implementation and experiments conducted for the project. 
 
 
Fig.2.8 Photograph of the piezoelectric micro-actuator. 
 
2.6 Conclusion 
We reviewed the HDD servo mechanism and challenges in HDD in this chapter. As 
mentioned HDD performance is not independent problem. It is linked to various factors 
such as media, mechanical structure, data rate etc. This chapter provides adequate 
information to the reader about hard disk drives and helps to understand the importance 














Due to the rapid development in the technology of digital computers and 
microprocessors, considerable attention has been focused on the study of digital and 
sampled-data control.  The selection of the best sampling rates for such control system is 
a compromise among many factors. The basic motivation is cost. A decrease in output 
sampling rates yields more time for control calculations; hence a slower computer can be 
used for a given control function or more capability is available from a given processor. 
 
Multirate sampling has been extensively treated in the last two decades, 
particularly on the area of signal processing. In the area of controls, previous research 
efforts have been focused on the modeling and analysis of multirate systems as well as on 
the design of multirate controllers. The design of a digital control system, each tries to 
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achieve some pre-specified closed loop performances, takes two steps. Controller 
structure is selected at the first stage including types of sample and hold to be used, rate 
of sampling etc. This then followed by the process of selecting the proper coefficients of 
the controller such that the closed loop objectives are met. These two steps are coupled.   
Fig.3.1 is a typical single- input single-output (SIS0) digital control system, which has a 
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 then it is a single-rate system. 
However, it may not be practical to sample plant output and change its input at the same 




= , if control update rate is higher than 






= . Both of these cases fall under the common class of multirate systems. 
 
 
Fig 3.1 Block diagram of multirate concept 
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A controller when implemented with a multirate sampling scheme, i.e plant 
output sampled at a slower rate than the control input, contains less information about the 
system dynamics than a traditional single-rate system. This makes the overall closed loop 
system loosely controlled. This can be avoided by estimating the output at the of control 
update rate.  
 
Early work looked at methods of casting a multirate system as a modified single-
rate system and using standard single-rate techniques for analysis and design. This 
technique known as the frequency decomposition or switch decomposition method was 
developed by Ragazzini and Franklin [25], Coffey and Williams [26], Boykjin and 
Frazier [27] Kranc [28] Jury and Whitebck and Dideleusky [29]. These methods are 
applied in the frequency domain using transfer function representation of the various 
components of the system. Disadvantage of these techniques lies in their mathematical 
complexity when more than two sample rates are used. The second method of designing 
is to estimate the inter sample states. This approach has the advantage because of its 
simplicity and can be extended to multivariable systems. Existing single-rate design tools 
can also be used. It can be either model based or numerical methods. The choice depends 







3.2 Numerical prediction methods 
 There are two numerical techniques proposed for estimating inters sample states 
[30] for multirate systems. First approach is Taylor series approach: the assumption is 
made that the continuous functions can be approximated by a finite time series at least 
locally as given by a Taylor Series. If f (x) which is analytic in the neighborhood of a 










+-+=                    (3.1) 
 Eq.3.1 can be applied only if the time derivatives of the plant output are also measurable. 
However in many practical cases only the position measurement is available. Thus it 
becomes necessary to approximate the derivatives of the plant output based on the 
information available. The central difference approximation of the time derivatives will 
be the most accurate one compared to the forward difference and backward difference 
approximations. But for real time applications it is not possible to have data ahead and so 
the backward difference approximation is the only alternative. By taking into 
consideration the most recent sampled data point and the previous two, second-degree 
polynomial is fitted in real time of the form, 
0 1 0 2 0 1( ) ( ) ( )( )..........................f x b b x x b x x x x= + - + - -                            (3.2) 
with      1, , ( 1) ,......................s c o s sx kT T x kT x k T= + = = -  
The coefficients of the above second degree polynomial is computing using the following 
divided difference table. 
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Fig.3.2 Numerical estimation of inters ample states    
 
Another method of developing a polynomial is "Newton Gregory Method". This 
method requires that the data used be equally spaced. Since the plant output is sampled 
periodically this technique can be applied. The second degree polynomial developed 
using the Newton Gregory method is of the from 
 










 1 ( 1) ( 2)f Y k Y kD = - - -      2 ( ) ( 1)f Y k Y kD = - -          2 1 2 1f f fD = D - D  
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Fisher [31] proposed an identification algorithm for y (k) using output values ( )sy kNT  
sampled after N intervals of duration sT , and input values ( )su kT . These plant output and 
input are used by a parameters estimation algorithm and the estimated parameter of the 
plant is used to estimate the plant output at higher rate as input rate. Also they have 
shown that the estimated output values converge to the actual output. The actual process 
can be represented as 
1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )NA z y k B z u k- -=               (3.4) 
where  
2
1 2( ) 1 ...............
N N N nN
nA z a z a z a z
- - - -= + + + +     
1 1 2
1 2( ) .................
m
mB z b z b z b z
- - - -= + + +       
Based on the available input-output measurements data it is always possible to identify 
 A(z-1) and B(z-1). The output estimates are then obtained by using  
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 Taylor Series and Polynomial Predictive Algorithm are based on the sampled 
plant output data and hence these algorithms do not have the exact information 
concerning plant dynamics characteristics, though they are provided with numerical 
information.  So they will be accurate only when the plant output is sampled faster with 
more samples but in HDD the sampling rate is restricted to increase the capacity and 




3.3 Higher order hold prediction methods 
 Controller updating frequency can be increased using higher order holds (HOH) 
rather than using zero order hold (ZOH). Different order hold methods can be used to 
estimate the states between two sampled outputs. But the controller should be designed to 
reduce the aliasing effect which limits the performance of the systems. We have 
compared the effects using different hold methods in following section. 
 
 
Fig 3.3 Block diagram of higher order controller 
Here the digital controller is designed assuming a higher sampling rate S
T
r
. However, the 
error signal is not available between two samples for the output (y). The error signal at 
the updating points can be predicted by using past values of error signal, accuracy of the 
prediction depends on the type of hold used. If a zero order hold (ZOH) is used the 
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Similarly if we see a first-order hold for the block ( )H z  in the Fig.3.4, then the error at 
any one of the intermediate points in estimated from the error values for past two points, 
in mathematical form  
'( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( 1)]
i
e Nk i e k e k e k
r
+ = + - -             (3.8) 
i=0,….r-1 
The method described in this section effectively applying the concept of up 
sampling and interpolation. Up sampling is the process of converting a sequence of 
samples at intervals of sT  into a sequence of samples at intervals of up sampling.  
Interpolation modifies the original spectrum of   the signal and it depends on the methods 
e.g. Zero Order Hold (ZOH), First Order Hold (FOH).  In up-sampling by an integer 
factor r > 1, (r-1) equidistant zero-valued samples are inserted by the up-sampler 
between two consecutive samples of the input sequence x[n]  to develop the output 
sequence y[n] according to the following relation, 
[ / ], 0, , 2 , .....
[ ]
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       (3.9) 
Sampling rate is r times larger than that of the original sequence. Let us first consider the 
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-         (3.12) 
For a factor-of-r up sampler (with interpolated 0) 
( ) ( )rY z X z=           (3.13) 
 
Evaluating the z-transform on the unit circle (z= ejwT), we can get the discrete-time 
Fourier Transform (DTFT) of the sequences. 
)()( TLjTj zXeY ww =           (3.14) 
The Fourier-transform is compressed by a factor of r, and the spectrum is repeated r-
times. We explain this phenomenon of imaging using an example. Let us take a chirp 
signal u(t) that contains frequencies in the range of 0Hz to 100Hz. This signal is first 
sampled at 500Hz to generate the sequence x[n]  for n= 1:1000. From this we created a 
new sequence y[n] for n= 1:2000 using the following rule, 
,....3,2,1,...5,3,1 ][][ == = nk nxky          (3.15) 
0][ ,...6,4,2 ==kky           (3.16) 
The FFT of these sequences are plotted in the following Fig.3.5. 
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Sampled at 500 Hz 
Up-sampled to 1 kHz 
with interpolated 0 
 
Fig.3.4 Up-sampling of sequence with interpolated zero 
The spectrum of x[n]  is confined in the frequency range below 100Hz. Since the 
sample was created using 500Hz sampling frequency, the spectrum is plotted only up to 
250Hz, the Nyquist frequency. The sequence y[n], with inserted 0, mimics a sampling 
frequency of 1kHz. The spectrum of y[n] is meaningful up to 500Hz. The spectrum of 
y[n] is similar to that of x[n]  for frequency below and up to 100Hz. However, it shows an 
image appearing between 400 and 500Hz. If we think of the time domain signal, the up-
sampled signal is equivalent to a triangular wave of 500Hz (sequence of 1 0 1 0 ….) 
modulated by the input signal. The spectrum of the modulated signal contains the original 
frequency (f) plus (fc±f). Since the spectrum is plotted up to 500Hz, the upper sideband 
(fc+f) is not shown. In general, for a factor-of-L up-sampling with interpolated 0, the 
image will appear r-1 times. 
An alternative to the insertion of zero is to replicate the x[n]  at the intermediate 












ny         (3.17) 
For the input samples {x[0] x[1] x[2] …….}, this scheme will generate the output 
sequence y1[n]= {x[0] x[0] x[1] x[1] x[2] x[2] …….}. 
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( ) ( ) )(1)()( 212121 zXzzXzzXzY -- +=+=         (3.19) 
The spectrum of zero- inserted up-sampled sequence is filtered by the digital filter  
1 1
1( ) (1 )G z Z
- -= + . This filter is of low pass characteris tics with zero at Fs. As a result, 
the high frequency content (image in the previous spectrum) is attenuated. Spectrum of 
y1[n]  is shown in the following Fig.3.5 along with the spectrum of y[n]. 









Up-sampled at 1 kHz 
with interpolated 0 
Up-sampled at 1 kHz          
with zero-order interpolation
 
Fig.3.5 Spectrum with zero-order interpolation 
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Another scheme is to get first-order interpolation for the inserted samples. The up-
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We can find the spectrum of this sequence applying the same method used earlier. The z-
transform is, 
( ) )()()( 221212122 zzXzXzzXzY ++= -        (3.21) 
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This time the spectrum of the zero-inserted up-sampled sequence is filtered by a filter 
with two zeros at z= -1, and a pole at z=0. Two zeros at Fs will make the attenuating 
steeper than that of the earlier filter. High frequency image of the up-sampling is better 
attenuated, as shown in the following Fig.3.6. It can be noted that this interpolation 
should be implemented with additional delay. 









Up-sampled at 1 kHz 
with interpolated 0 
Up-sampled at 1 kHz            
with first-order interpolation 
 
Fig.3.6 Spectrum of up-sampled sequence with first-order interpolation 
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3.4 State space inter samples prediction methods 
State space designing method is used in disk drives because of the widespread use 
of computer-aided control system design tools, which often rely heavily on this system 
representation. It also offers advantages in the structure for command input and 
disturbance estimation. State space design needs good model of the system, hard disk 
drive model can be identified using frequency response (chapter 4). Since model is 
available, estimating the states between two outputs will be much easier than using 
numerical methods or higher order hold methods. But Estimation algorithm has to be 
modified to estimate the inter sample states. Early research was focused on multi input 
single output approach [5]. That is summarized in this section.  
 
 
Fig 3.7 Block diagram of the open- loop plant 
 
Let us consider a SISO plant defined by the state space equation 
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.   The discrete time state space description of this system is, 
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An equivalent singe rate MISO model is  
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where G  is any full rank matrix such that  
                       å GG=GG '' iiTs
r
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)(~)()1( kukxkx G+F=+                           (3.29) 
and satisfying m ),min()( rnrank £G . More ever the relation between U(k,i) and )(~ ku  







We can realize from Eq.3.30 that for every updating control signal   the gain is different. 
Due to computational time it cannot be implemented in low speed processors. Since this 
is multivariable problems designing controllers are more complex than single input single 
output case. 
Hara and Tomizuka [8] proposed an algorithm for modified state estimator to 
correct estimated states not only at measurement instances of the position error signal but 
also at every control instance of updating the control input. This modification makes the 
control input smoother and is suitable for system showing resonant behavior. This 
method explains the method of estimating the inter sample states using model based 
estimator.  
 
The plant is given as  
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
p p
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       (3.31) 
where, u(t) is the control input, y(t) is measured output and x(t) is the state vector. In 
multirate system, the durations between consecutive samples are different at two different 
points of the system. In a multirate system, the control signal u(k) is updated at every Tc 
seconds and the output y is sampled at an interval of Ts seconds.  In our problem, the 
output is sampled at a lower frequency. The control update interval is 
r
T
T sc = , for some 
integer r.  This integer, r, is known as multirate ratio. 
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Fig.3.8 Multirate estimation concept 
 
 Between two samples of the position signal y(k) and y(k+1), the observer 
estimates the states of the plant 'r' times, which we label as ( )ikx ,ˆ , for i=1,2,...r. The 























Where  iL  is the estimator feedback gain for each i. This means that the predicted state is 
corrected not only at i=0; but also at every control instance, i=0,1,… ,r-1, by the 
difference between measurement position and predicted position at i=0; 
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Implementation of this estimator may be simplified by assuming 
'
1 1..............o r m rL L L L- -= = =          (3.35) 
For this particular case   the poles of the multirate estimator to have same Eigen values as 
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3.5 Motivation of using multirate control in HDD 
Multirate control systems have been very important in various areas of control 
engineering. However, we are interested in the head positioning system of hard disk 
drives, where position sampling is restricted. As mentioned in chapter 2, position 
sampling frequency is restricted by two main factors rotational frequency and number of 
the servo signals. The results are often reduced servo bandwidth, slow seek time, poor 
disturbance rejection, and degraded acoustics. As magnetic disc track density increases, a 
high track-following bandwidth is demanded. But the transfer function of VCM is double 


















































Fig.3.9 Frequency response of VCM actuator 
 
It is extremely difficult to achieve higher bandwidth without considering proper 
compensation of existing resonances. Possible solution is to use an analog notch filter in 
the amplifier's electronics. This introduces the additional phase at a much higher 
frequency, where it has much less effect in the range where performance is required.  
Uncertainty also does not have such a strong effect, as the error in the resonant frequency 
is not increased by frequency folding. However, analog notch filter requires additional 
circuitry and space on the disk drive's printed circuit board and make it very difficult to 
adapt the notch parameters to specific mechanical systems. Eliminating the need for an 
analog notch filter while retaining its advantages could therefore decrease the drive's cost 
and increases its tolerance for mechanical variability. It requires that the controller should 
be updated at higher frequency. However, if standard control design is considered, it   
requires too much positional data to be sampled and computed. For example, if position 
is sampled   at less than Nyquist frequency of resonant frequencies, resonances can alias 
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down to frequencies that are very near the servo bandwidth, thus presenting both stability 
and transient performance problems.  If control input updating frequency is adequate 
enough, then digital controller can be designed to achieve smoother controller input or 
notch filters. It can be different from output position sampling rate. Then two sampling 
frequencies are involved in controller design. As mentioned there are publications related 
to this issue but always produces high order complex controllers. Position sampling 
frequency is main restriction in HDD, but other important factor is processor. Although 
DSP implementation has the advantage of flexibility, the servo control algorithm has to 
be simple so that it can finish the computation within a specified time interval. Our 
objectives for this problem are  
1 Increase the bandwidth with constraints on sampling frequency 
2. Low order controller, which can be used in commercial HDD 
3. Adaptable controller for variations such as temperature, wear and tear 
 
It depends on the availability of a good model, processor, and slow/faster 
bandwidth systems. In the absence of a good linearized plant approximation the 
numerical prediction scheme can be used particularly for slow systems. If a good 
approximation of the plant is available, the model based prediction scheme will be the 
best one to use to predict the intersample states behavio r of the plant. HDD is one of 
them.  Prediction algorithm will have some filtering effect and so the effect of noise in 
the signal will be cancelled and state space has well defined tools and procedure for the 
designs. It will be used in our control design. 
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· Multirate Control for Dual Actuated Systems 
For high track density systems like 100KTpI, servo bandwidth should be 
increased to improve the seeking and tracking. But servo bandwidth of the current disk 
drive actuators makes it very hard to achieve this because the voice coil motor actuator 
used in conventional disk drives has flexible resonances in high frequencies, and the main 
resonance appear at low frequency (Fig.3.9) which limits the increase of bandwidth and 
hence positioning accuracy. In order to develop high bandwidth (track following) servo 
systems, designers for a head positioning system hope to develop a highly improved 
actuator system for advanced single-stage positioning as this way is cost effective in 
manufacturing and assembling. It is also reliable. But this is limited primarily by the 
elasticity of the pivot bearing and the mass of the movable parts of the actuator .It 
introduces unexpected mid-band resonances, lateral quasi-rigid body vibration mode (QR 
mode). It limits the use of single actuator for high track density systems. In order to avoid 
the limitation from resonant of VCM dual-stage actuation has been proposed as a 
possible solution.  
Dual-stage actuator refers to the fact that there is a micro actuator mounted on a 
large convent ional VCM actuator. Suspension is replaced with micro actuator as shown 
in Fig.3.10.  
 
Fig.3.10 Schematic view of dual actuators 
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Usually the fine actuator has the characteristics of small range but the frequency 
band is very high (Fig.3.11). So by adopting the merits of both actuators for our purpose, 








































Fig.3.11   Frequency response of micro-actuator 
 
It is understood that the two actuators do not respond in same fashion. The 
response of the primary actuator is expected to be slower than that of the secondary stage. 
It makes complete sense to update the slower actuator at a slower rate reducing the 
burden on the processing power. Typical sampling frequency in an HDD 
servomechanism ranges between 10kHz and 15kHz, which corresponds to sampling 
intervals between 100µs and 66µs. These sampling frequencies are sufficiently large to 
design a controller for the VCM actuator, for which the target clo sed loop bandwidth lies 
below 1kHz. However, the compensator for the MA demands for higher sampling 
frequency. Commonly available suspension with MA actuator shows resonant behavior at 
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above 5kHz. It is hard to design using 10kHz sampling a compensator that provides 
sufficient attenuation at this frequency but maximizes the width of pass band. So we 
intend to use a higher update frequency (20kHz) for the MA compensator, resulting in a 
dual-rate system. Recent research work shows [33] that micro-actuator can be used as 
reliable sensor and the sampling frequency of MA will be higher than PES sampling 
frequency. So proposed dual rate controller design can be extended to Dual Input Dual 
output positioning systems. 
. 
3.6 Conclusion 
The advantage of faster sampling control signal than the plant output has been 
explained in this chapter.  Moreover different multirate algorithms for inter sample output 
prediction algorithms were analysed for use in positioning the heads in HDD. It shows 
that digital multiate system is efficient where    there is a need for a digital control system 












 In order to design controller for a dynamic system it is necessary to have a model 
that adequately describes the system’s dynamic characteristics. The model of the system 
can be obtained it two ways. First if the laws of nature governing the dynamics of the 
system are known, then we can develop the set of dynamic equation required to describe 
the dynamics. However, because of extremely complex physical phenomena, the laws of 
nature are not often adequate to give a satisfactory description of the dynamic system. In 
that case we can use methods of system identification where a dynamic model is 
extracted from experimental data. Excitation of desirable behavior is a must to get a 
meaningful model from experimental data. 
  
 In control system design, one seeks to develop a model of the dynamics adequate 
to apply external inputs that will change those dynamics to be stable and otherwise 
desirable. These models can be either parametric or nonparametric. In order to design 
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the controller via root locus pole assignment, we require a transfer function or state 
variable description from which we can obtain the poles and zeros of the plant. These 
equivalent models are described by a set of numbers that specify the poles and zeros of 
the plant, and are called the parametric model. On the other hand, frequency response 
method for designing the controller does not require the locations of the poles and zeros 
of the plant. It requires only the response curves describing the transfer function as a 
function of angular frequency. This functional plot also describes the dynamics of the 
plant, but cannot be represented by a finite set of numbers. This model is known as the 
nonparametric model. In the following sections, parametric models for the disk drive 
servomechanism plant are developed from its frequency response data. Bode plots of 
these models are used for comparison. 
 
4.2 Identifying the Plant Model from Frequency Response 
Data 
Frequency domain system identification has emerged during the last decade as a 
powerful tool for identifying a dynamic model. This technique has been used extensively 
to reconstruct nonparametric and parametric mathematical models for actuator dynamics. 
There is an obvious trade-off between accurate model and the required hardware 
resources when time domain identification is used. The requirement to be fulfilled for 
capturing low frequency dynamics may degrade the quality of identified high frequency 
models. The time duration of a data record is determined by the lowest eigenvalue, 
whereas the required sampling rate is to be selected at least twice frequency of interest. A 
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large number of data samples drastically increases computing time and storage, and 
therefore costs. In addition to the increasing number of unknown derivatives, many bias 
terms in the state and observer equations have to be determined to compensate for state 
initial condition errors, and drift effects. Such trim errors are related to the frequency at 
zero rad/sec. On the contrary, a frequency domain approach has often proved more 
accurate and reliable for the multi- input/multi-output problems exhibiting substantial 
nonlinearity, coupling, correlation, and noise that arise in servo applications. One reason 
for the great practical importance of frequency domain identification techniques is that 
they allow the direct extraction of the frequency response characteristics of the actuators. 
The goal of frequency domain system identification is the extraction from test data or 
nonlinear simulation of a state-space linearized dual actuator model that is valid for 
perturbed motion about a given condition and over a wide frequency band. High quality 
linearized model of actuator dynamics are useful for improving the ability to predict the 
dynamic characteristics of actuators. 
 
The state-of-the-art in hard disk drive applications, frequency domain system 
identification is such that excellent results can be obtained if the underlying mathematical 
model (or model structure) is constructed with great care, especially for flexible dynamics. 
Engineering judgment is required to accurately interpret the accuracy metric information 
and to interactively free/fix the model parameters correctly during the model convergence 
process. Explicit inclusion of coupled dynamics further increases both the number of model 
parameters to be examined and the complexity of the model identification process.  
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System identification is a very complex process in which parameter estimation is 
only one step. The identification process is preceded by a number of other important steps 
(definition of the aims and circumstances, the experiment design, etc). In practice it is very 
important to keep this in mind, because the efforts spent in identification and estimation are 
highly dependent upon decision made in these previous steps. Major steps taken in the 
process of identification are 1) Collection of data from tests, 2) Choice of the model test, 3) 
Structure identification & Parameter estimation, 4) Cross validation of the identified 
model. The purpose of next section is to summarize the basic steps of frequency domain 
based system identification and to provide some details of its application to the present 
study.  
 
The first step and most important in modeling is selection of excitation signals. 
Swept sine inputs are generally used to obtain broadband excitation of the actuator 
dynamics of interest. Actuator response data are then measured and collected via output 
sensor. While frequency sweeps can be computer generated, the concatenated records 
generally contain good spectral content over the entire frequency range of interest 
because input amplitude of each frequency can be varied to get fixed output in amplitude 
and can be averaged.  Modeling of the transfer functions of the individual frequency 
responses provides a directed and minimally parameterized representation of the 
input/output behavior of the system. 
 
A key application of transfer function modeling is in the determination of an 
appropriate structure for state-space model formulation. Systematic evaluation of the 
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matching quality of candidate transfer-function models over desired frequency ranges 
provides valuable information on the order of the system and the leve l of coupling. In 
order to choose an appropriate parameter estimation from the large number of methods 
available, some important questions have to be answered concerning. Such as what 
should be the minimal orders of the numerator and the denominator to sufficiently 
describe the measured data, suitable candidate model which all give acceptable 
representations of the observations. Such a selection is usually based on limited number 
of measurements disturbed by noise. Because of the noise influence, the 
distinguishability between different models is deduced and there is an uncertainty on the 
final choice. It is obvious that the design of the experiment made to gather the 
measurements will influence the uncertainty of the final result. This is also for the 
estimation step: it is possible to minimize the uncertainty on the estimated model by an 
optimization of the input signals. Once the specific model has been selected, the 
parameters have to be estimated in order to fully characterize the model. In the literature 
many methods aimed at minimizing the influence of noise on the estimates can be found. 
 
  It has been shown that Maximum Likelihood technique is very useful for 
determination of the resonant frequencies and damping coefficients in modal analysis [34] 
and it is more suitable for FFT data analysis. It is claimed that the algorithm converged to a 
good solution in every case studies for system (with no delay), and that its properties are 
robust with respect to the noise distribution. That means the model is consistent, 
asymptotically normally distributed and the asymptotic covariance matrix can be give in 
terms of the covariance of the noise using the expression for the Cramer-Rao lower bound, 
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calculated for the case of Gaussian noise. It is also stated that a major advantage is that the 
estimate takes input and output noises into consideration and this often provides superiority 
over, other methods. It is necessary to understand the Maximum likelihood for frequency 
domain identification to utilize the advantages. It has been summarized in next section. 
   
A general model for the frequency-domain identification of linear systems is shown 
in Fig.4.1. The system is represented by its transfer function H(W), where 
2s j j fw pW = = =  in the Laplace domain, or 1 exp( )sz j Tw
-W = = -  in the z-domain 
























- W + W + + WW =
W + W + + W
          (4.1) 
The excitation signal is represented by a Fourier series with complex amplitudes kX  at 
angular frequencies. The response of the system is ( )k k kY H X= W . Both the measured 
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input and output complex amplitudes are corrupted by noises xa  and ya , respectively 
(errors-in-variables model), which are usually assumed to be Gaussian, uncorrelated 
between input and output, and also, and also uncorrelated between different frequency 
points. 
 
We now investigate the model of Fig.4.1. The time-domain measurements are 
transformed into the frequency domain and the calculated complex input and output 
amplitudes at selected angular frequencies 1,.......,k kw =  F are mkX  and mkY  
respectively. The unknown parameters are the coefficients of the numerator and the 
denominator of the transfer function (4.1), collected in the vector P: further the exact 
complex input and output amplitudes (vectors X and Y ) are also unknown. 
The basic equations can be written as  
 
( , ) ; 1,2,.....k k kY H P X k M= W =                    (4.2a) 
for the exact values, and  
,( , )( )mk k mk xk ykY H P X a a= W - +      k=1, 2, ----M                  (4.2b) 
for the noisy observations, using mk k ykY Y a= +  and mk k xkX X a= +  
 
In order to obtain a maximum-likelihood estimate of the unknown quantities, the 
conditional probability density function of the noises is needed. Assuming that the noise 
on the complex amplitudes is Gaussian and uncorrelated (which is usually at least 
approximately true after the DFT), its joint probability density function can be written as 
[34] 
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where  Rxka , Ixka , Ryka and Iyka  are the real and imaginary parts of the input and the 
output noise amplitudes, respectively; xks  and yks  are the corresponding standard 
deviations;  
a  is the complex conjugate of a ; and xa  and ya  denote the vectors formed of xya  and 
yka  respectively. 
 By expressing the noise variables in Eq.4.3 in terms of mkX  and kX  
( )xk mk k Rmk Rka X X X X= - = - , and using the assumption that xks  and yks  are 
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where G  is a constant. The variables X, Y and P are not independent of each other since 
Eq.4.2a must be fulfilled. The maximization of Eq.4.4 is equivalent to the minimization 
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subject to the constraints 
,( ) 1,2,....k k kY H P X k M= W =                                                                                    (4.6) 
 
 The constraints can be substituted in to Eq.4.5 in order to eliminate Y. The result 
is a nonlinear weighted least square problem. Since generally we are not interested in X 
either, a better approach is to use the Lagrange-multiplier technique to eliminate both X 
and Y. Fortunately X, Y and the multipliers can indeed be eliminated, and the following 
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where ,( )kN PW  and ,( )kD PW  are the numerator and denominator of the transfer function, 
respectively. 
  
 Since Eq.4.7 is a sum of quadratic terms (although nonlinear in P because of the 
denominators). '( )C P  can be minimized using powerful numerical techniques developed 
for nonlinear least-square problems (Newton-Gauss method or Levenberg method). This 
can be done in complex terms, paying attention to maintain that the elements of P are real 
or alternatively Eq.4.7 can be written as a sum of squared real terms. The initial values 
can be obtained by minimizing the numerator alone, which is an ordinary linear lest-
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squared problem. This produces a unique solution and can be readily solve by standard 
procedures. 
 
4.3 Experimental Setup 
 The open loop frequency response data for   hard disk drive actuators were 




Fig.4.2 Experimental setup for measuring frequency response of the actuator 
 
The setup consists of a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV), Digital signal analyzer 
and amplifiers. The Laser Doppler Vibrometer is used to measure the displacement of the 
tip of the actuator. It works on the principle of Doppler effect and measures the velocity 
directly; the displacement is then obtained by integration of velocity. The Dynamic 
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Signal Analyzer generates a sweep sine signal, which is injected at the input of the VCM 
or MA actuator driver. At each frequency point in a swept sine measurement, the inputs 
measure the amount of signal at the source frequency. This is done by multiplying the 
input data by sin(w t) and cos( w t) and averaging the results over in Integer Time. As 
with the FFT, real (in-phase) and imaginary (quadrature) signals are measured yielding 
both magnitude and phase frequency responses. Since the Integration time is always an 
exact number of cycles at the source frequency. This rejects signals are at a different 
frequency such as noise and harmonics. A long Integration Time results in a narrow 
detection bandwidth at the source frequency. This improves signal to noise at the cost of 
longer measurements.  This setup has been used to obtain FFT signal for modeling 
analysis.  
 
4.4 Modeling HDD Actuators 
4.4.1 Single-stage Actuated HDD 
The modeling of the VCM actuator is presented is this section. VCM model 
consisting of a double integrator and high frequency resonance modes is well known 
among the research community.  There are some bias forces in the hard disk drive system, 
which will cause steady state error in tracking performance. Moreover, the actuator is also 
known to manifest nonlinearities, primarily due to the pivot and bearing friction. All these 
factors should be taken into consideration when a controller for the VCM actuator is 
designed. In real life almost every system is nonlinear. Because the theory of nonlinear 
systems is very involved, these are approximated by linear models, assuming that they can 
be linearized in the region of operation. This kind of approximation makes it possible to 
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use simple model without jeopardizing properties which are of importance to the modeler. 
The choice of approximation to be made depends depend on the intended use of the model; 
for example it is clear that a non- linear model is needed to describe amplifier used in hard 
disk drive systems, but a linear model will be sufficient to represent the transfer 
characteristics of the VCM actuator if linear behavior is dominant and is the only interest. 
 
 The lumped parameter model of a dynamic system is obtained by using the laws 
of physical sciences governing the system dynamics. For an electromechanical actuator 
these laws include the laws of electro-mechanical energy conversion and laws of motion. 
Most servo plants are modeled either as a double integrator (DI) or a real pole followed 
by an integrator. Both these models neglect the dynamics of electrical circuit assuming 
that the electrical time constant is much smaller compared to the mechanical time 
constant. Any damping of motion due to friction is neglected in the DI model. Now we 
find a DI model for the plant from the values of different parameters of the read/write 
actuator arms mechanism. These parameters are obtained either by simple experiments or  
specifications. The measurement data was obtained from experimental setup (Fig.4.1) can 
be fitted to the model (4.9) using maximum likelihood method explained in last section. 
The unit for displacement output from LDV is volts, and we need to multiply the 
frequency response data by LDV measurement constant (mm/V) and tracks per meter 
(tpm) in order to obtain the transfer function from the VCM driver input to the position 
output in tracks. The identified transfer function is given Eq.4.9. 
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=         (4.9) 
 with, 
 Resonant frequency (wn): 2p(1850) rad/sec, Damping factor (z):  0.02. 
 
The frequency response of the nominal model is shown in Fig.4.3 along with the 




Fig.4.3 Frequency response of the identified model and the frequency response data 
 
4.4.2 Dual actuated HDD 
The generic configuration of a Dual-Stage Actuators (DSA) with a rotary mode 
micro-actuator (MA) is shown in Fig.4.4. It is well known that the rotary-mode 
configuration gives a better shock sensitivity than the linear-mode one does.  
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Fig .4.4   Dual actuated hard disk drive 
 
Dual-stage actuator consists of a VCM actuator and a MA actuator. The fine 
actuator - MA is mounted onto the coarse actuator -VCM actuator. Few assumptions are 
made in the analysis that follows: 1) The coarse actuator is much heavier than the micro- 
actuator and sufficiently stiff, 2) there is no structural coupling from fine actuator to 
coarse actuator and 3) motion of the micro-actuator is restricted to a limited range. It may 
be noted that the control input to the VCM actuator should be constrained within +/- 3 
volts and micro-actuator should be kept within +/- 2 volts. Fig.4.5 illustrates three 
different concept of MA for dual-servo positioning systems a) this model uses an 
electromagnetic actuator or a pair of PZT actuators in the middle of the suspension. (b) 
uses an actuator in between the slider and the gimbal (c) fully integrated with the 
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read/write device and the air-bearing slider with batch process. First two approaches can 
be immediately applied to the present manufacturing of HDD, as they require no 
alternation to the read/write heads. However, additional cost for head-gimbal assembly 
(HGA) is not negligible. Since first option is available at our facility, that has been 
considered in the modeling. Moreover, the maximum displacement tha t can be generated 
by the micro-actuator would not exceed 1 mm, which is equivalent to one track pitch of 
the hard disk drive servo system.  
 
Fig.4.5 Different configurations of MA 
Since the motion of the MA is restricted to a short range. Large movement is effectuated 
predominantly by VCM and the motion of the DSA can be analysed assuming short range 
displacement only. Based on this assumption, the angular displacement v mandq q  in 
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Fig.4.6 can be taken very small. In that case, displacement of the head can be expressed 
as 














Fig .4.6: Modeling of dual-stage actuator 
We define two displacement variables as the state variable for state space model  
)( mvvv llx += q  and m m mx lq= .           (4.11) 




























The output and input vectors are 



























Fig. 4.7 Multi Input Single Output dual-stage actuator 
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h v my y y= +  
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Since position measurement is only available from head placed at the tip of the 
fine actuator as shown Fig.4.8, structural coupling effect from voice coil actuator to 
micro-actuator is embedded with voice coil actuator. Therefore it will be difficult to 
identify coupling separately. This can be modeled by injecting swept sine signal to voice 
coil actuator and measured the output from head as shown in Fig.4.8. 
 
Fig.4.8 Block diagram of ident ification of coarse actuator and structural coupling effect 
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The situation is quite different when experiment is performed with excitation 
signal at the input of micro-actuator alone. Since the VCM is massive and stiff, the  
structural coupling from micro-actuator to the VCM output is negligible. In this 
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Fig.4.9 Block diagram for identification of micro-actuator. 
   
The open loop frequency response data for the dual actuated disk drive actuator is 
obtained using the experiment setup shown in Fig.4.2. The frequency response for each 
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input of the DSA is obtained separately. The response of the primary actuator is 
measured in the frequency range 100Hz to 8kHz. The PZT actuator is not excited during 
this stage of measurement. The response of the secondary actuator is measured in the 
frequency range 100Hz to 20kHz. The VCM actuator is biased with a constant current 
during this set of measurements to overcome the effect of bias force exerted on the VCM 
actuator by the flex cable. The measurement data points are presented using dash-dot 
lines in the Fig.4.10. The responses from the voice coil motor, with the piezo-electric 
actuator locked, can be modeled as a double integrator plus some lightly damped resonant 
modes at high frequencies. The double integrator approximation is valid for the 
frequency range up to about 1kHz, with main resonance appearing above 4kHz. 
 
Fig.4.10 Frequency response of the coarse actuator 
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The parameters of the identified models are shown in Table.4.1. A simplified 
double integrator model is used for the design of the feedback controller. For simulation 
of the closed loop system and for evaluation studies we used a plant model consisting two 
poles at the origin, two pairs of resonant poles, and one pair of lightly damped zero. 
 
TABLE 4.1: Identified parameters for the VCM Actuator 
Parameter Symbol Value 
Acceleration Constant 
vK  
7 23 10 Hz-´  
First pole freq 
1vpw  
18850 rad/sec 
Second pole freq 
2vpw  
34840 rad/sec 
First zero freq 
1vzw  
24540 rad/sec 
First pole damping 
1vpx  0.03 
Second pole damping 
2vpx  0.014 
First zero damping 
1vzx  0.02 
 
 
The response of the micro-actuator shows a constant gain for a wide range of 
frequencies [shown in Fig.4.11], and resonant behavior at higher frequencies. We 
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identified a model containing two pairs of lightly damped complex poles and a pair of 
lightly damped zeroes from the experimental frequency response data. The model 
description is given Eq.4.15 and the identified parameters are shown in Table II. The 
simulated response of the identified model is shown using solid line in Fig.4.11.The 
model is reasonably accurate and reliable up to about 15kHz.  
 
Fig.4.11 Frequency response of the micro-actuator 
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It can be observed from the frequency response data that the frequency of the 
second resonant pole of the voice actuator is very close to the first resonant pole of the 
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macro actuator. This shows that systems are coupled at higher frequencies. This 
information will be useful for controller design. 
 
 










In this chapter we have considered modeling of single actuator and dual actuators for 
hard disk drive servo systems. Parametric modeling of single-stage and dual-stage 
actuator were presented along with the method to find the parameters. Cross coupling 
effect and saturation were taken into consideration for the dual-stage modeling. Obtained 




Parameter Symbol Value 
DC gain 
mK  
20.25Hz -  
First pole freq 
1mpw  
351850 rad/sec 
Second pole freq 
2mpw  
56550 rad/sec 
First zero freq 
1mzw  
41220 rad/sec 
First pole damping 
1mpx  0.010 
Second pole damping 
2mpx  
0.065 













Any practical actuator tends to vibrate due to fast motion of its various structural 
modes, particularly when if is subject to very fast motion. One excellent example is hard 
disk drive actuator. When the R/W head is moved quickly from one track to another, 
actuators start to vibrate. But data cannot be read until it settles to a steady state. As a 
result, settling time increases and hence the access time. Several techniques have been 
proposed for HDD servomechanism to achieve better performance [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 
41].  But manufactures try to reduce the cost and design complexity as much as possible. 
Improved mechanical design can result in structural modes at high frequencies, which are 
attenuated by the servo loop. This helps prevent vibrations from adversely affecting the 
actuators ability to move and maintain track alignment. However, continued demand for 
increasing servo bandwidth makes it difficult to have the resonant modes sufficiently 
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attenuated. Active intelligent control of the actuator can be used to reduce the impact 
from resonant modes and structural vibrations. 
  
Design and implementation of a digital controller that can suppress resonant 
modes require sampling frequency much higher than that of the resonant modes. 
Sampling frequency in HDD, however, is often constrained by practical limitations 
(chapter 3). Multirate technology allows increased servo bandwidth by reducing the gain 
of key actuator resonant modes. This chapter explores the merits of multirate design of a 
series allpass filter to control a flexible mechanical system whose resonance is beyond 
Nyquist frequency. Because of the limited sampling frequency, the aliased resonant 
frequencies appear in the lower frequency range. Multirate design, on the contrary, makes 
it possible to suppress the resonant frequencies efficiently. The performance of this 
proposed architecture is compared with that of conventional single rate architecture. 
 
Proposed scheme is particularly useful for system where sampling frequency is 
kept low. Possibility of using a slower ADC without affecting the performance comes as 
an advantage is cost. Higher update rate with a faster DAC ensures smoother control 
signal in between samples. It should be noted that cost of ADC is higher than that of 
DAC. The proposed scheme does not require architecture with much complexity, which 





5.2 Proposed Design 
Various multirate control problems presented in the literature can be classified 
into two types. 
1. R-delay input control:  When the input is updated at r times more often than the 
output is sampled.  
2. R-delay output control:  When the output is sampled r times more often than 
the input is updated.  
  
The first option is used if the speed of the A/D converter is constrained to be lower than tat 
of DAC of if the sampling rate is restricted. A popular R-delay input control method is to 
interpolate the control signal based on the open loop estimator between two consecutive 
output measurement instants.  This approach smoothens the control input and significantly 
removes unwanted high frequency excitation of the controlled plant.  For the given 
problem of HDD servomechanism, the constraints include higher cost of ADC and 
restricted sampling of the position error signal (PES). So we adopt the first option. 
 
In state space design of controller, an observer is often used to estimate the states 
which are not measured. For HDD servomechanism, the only measured variable is the 
position. Frequency of sampling the position error cannot be arbitrarily increased due to 
practical considerations. Use of state space approach also has the advantage in the fact that 
the design of the observer can be at least superficially separated from the design of the 
control low. Therefore the design procedure becomes simple. The proposed structure of the 
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=  is the interval of control update. 
 
 
Fig.5.1 Block diagram of proposed design 
 
It is well understood that the performance of the discrete time observer depends 
on the control technique used. The performance of the closed loop very much relies on 
the accuracy of the observer and the availability of the estimated states at the time of 
control update. The performance of the state observer, which is updated at the rate equal 
to that of control update, relies on the availability of the measurement at each time step  
Multirate observer can be designed to correct estimated states not only at the time 
of sampling the position error but also at every instance of updating the control input. 
This modification makes the control input smoother and it avoids the aliasing problem 
where resonant frequencies lie above the Nyquist frequency.   
The linear state space model of the head positioning system can be expressed in 








                              (5.1) 
where, u(t) is the control input, y(t) is position measurement and x(t) is the state vector. If 
multirate is used, the inter-sample duration is different at two different points in the 
system. The control signal u(k) is updated at every Tc seconds and the output y is sampled 
at an interval of Ts seconds as shown in Fig.5.2 . In our problem, the position is sampled 
at a lower frequency. The control update interval is 
r
T
T sc = , for some integer r, known 
as multirate ratio. 
kTs (k+1)Ts
        u(k,0)
       u(k,1)
           u(k,i)







Fig.5.2   Estimation of inter sample states 
  
Between two samples of the position signal y(k) and y(k+1), the observer 
estimates the states of the plant 'r' times, which we label as ( )ikx ,ˆ , for i=1,2,...r. The 
























The observer gain Li can be designed using the method given in chapter 2. The observer 
states are updated at the same rate as the control signal updates. The control gain K can 
be obtained using any state space design tool from plant model discretized at the rate of 
Tc. Control signal is generated using, 
)()()1( kuBkxAkx
CC TT
+=+                                                  (5.3) 
),(),( ikxKiku
Ù
-=                                               (5.4) 
 
We used pole placement technique to find the gain in this design. The closed- loop 
poles of the system are place at 21jxw w x- ± -  where x  and w  are selected based on 
the desired performance. From 5.3 and 5.4 the characteristic equation of the system will 
be 
                                                  det 0
c cT T
zI A B K- + =                                                 (5.5) 
Given desired pole locations say 1 2,iz b b= . The desired control-characteristic equation 
is  
1 2( ) ( )( ) 0c z z za b b= - - = ,  K should be selected such that 
                                                  det ( )
c cT T c
zI A B K za- + =                                          (5.6)                     
The solution to this equation is given by the Ackerman's formula [43]. The proposed 
design is simpler than the available methods of designing multirate controller mentioned 
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in chapter 3. This method makes tuning of the controller easier and reduces computation 
time. 
  
5.2.1   Selection of Multirate Ratio (r): 
  The selection of multirate ratio (r) is an important issue in the design of multirate 
controller. It depends on the actual sampling frequency, processing power and design 







 and the frequency of the resonant modes. Control update must 
be done at a rate higher than twice the resonant frequency. Processor speed is the 
dominant factor dictating the maximum values of ratio ( )maxr . Required processing 
power is determined by various factors such as complexity of algorithm and cost. Every 
servo designer expects to achieve larger bandwidth, but it has to be achieved within limit 
of the computational cost introduced. In this section we explore the frequency response 
analysis to select the proper r under all those constraints.  
We define the following transform domain representation of the system 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Y z G z U z H z W z= +              (5.7) 
 
In this equation Y is the plant output, U is he known plant control input, and W is the 
unmeasured noise (which might or might not be random). G is thus the plant transfer 





Let us consider a sinusoidal input of frequency ow  
( ) sin( )ou kT A kTw=               (5.8) 
Then the output samples in the steady state case,  
0( ) sin( )oy kT B kTw f= +                                                                                                (5.9) 
Consider an output of the form of Eq.5.8 but with unknown amplitude and phase. We 
define the estimate of the output as  
0( ) sin( )oy kT B kTw f
Ù
= +            (5.10) 
           cos( ) sin( )c o s oB kT B kTw w= +      
where sin( )c oB B f=  and cos( )c oB B f= . Once we have computed cB  and sB  we can 
compute B and of  as 
2 2
c sB B B= +  




f =                       (5.11) 
We wish to find the best approximation ( )y
Ù
 of the output ( )y
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. Consider the parameter cB  first, 
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If we use elementary trigonometric identities for the product of sine and cosine and 
collect terms of the sum, this expression is equivalent to  
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We would expect the last two terms of Eq.5.14 to be zero if N is selected such that an 
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 Eq.5.15 and 5.16 give us formulas for computing the values of cB and sB  and Eq.5.10 
gives us the formulas for the gain and phase that describe the output data. Eq.5.16 is 
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Using Euler identity  
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It is possible to take advantage of Eq.5.19 to evaluate the transfer function at 
several frequencies at once by using an input that is nonzero over a band of frequencies 
and computing the ratio of output to input at each nonzero value.  It has been used to find 
suitable upsampling ratio for our design and used to compare the single-rate and multirate 
designs. Multirate estimator provides smoother control input than single-rate estimators, 
but the oscillation will not be settled with less number of samples.  It limits the servo 
bandwidth. Lin [44] shows that actuator resonance peaks can be eliminated by proper 
actuator design. However, the butterfly mode is always excited for the traditional rotary 
actuator design. Notch filter will be the feasible solution for suppressing the energy at 
resonant modes. Following section presents the selection of notch filter architecture and 
its design. 
 
5.3 Selection of Digital Notch Filter 
Notch filter is a band reject filter with very narrow bandwidth, which can be 
implemented either using analog components or digital processor. As technology 
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develops with microprocessor, digital filters come with potential than analog filters. 
Digital Filters are more accurate and can be tuned easily. These make dramatic difference 
in how filtering problems are served. The main emphasis in analog design is how to 
handle the electronics, such as the accuracy and stability of the resistors and capacitors. It 
is also difficult to tune whenever such need arises. On the contrary, digital filters are 
better choice where tuning is necessary. However fairly large may be required to meet 
digital filter specifications. 
 
In many processing applications, the designer must determine the transfer 
function of a digital filter subject to constraints on the frequency selectivity and/or phase 
response, which are dictated by the application at hand. Once a suitable transfer func tion 
is found, the designer must select a filter structure from the numerous choices available. 
Finite precision arithmetic is used in any digital filter computation, and traditionally the 
round off noise and coefficient sensitivity characteristics have formed the basis of 
selecting a particular structure. In the quest for low coefficient sensitivity and low round 
off noise elegant theory of lossless ness and passivity in the discrete-time domain has 
evolved. Although this theory has been motivated by the desire to obtain digital filters 
with predictable behavior under finite word- length conditions, many useful by- products 
have emerged which have contributed to a better understanding of computationally 
efficient filter structures, tunable filters and stability under linear and nonlinear (i.e., 
quantized) environments.  
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In HDD systems the frequency of the resonant mode differs between actuators 
and changes due to temperature variation or due to wear and tear of the mechanical 
system. Digital notch filters are preferred over its analog counterpart in order to 
accommodate such variations The allpass digital filter among other filter structures has 
been identified as best candidate for applications where stability, computational 
efficiency and tenability are needed. The allpass filter has the unique property that it 
passes all frequencies equally. The structure of an allpass filter is similar to the comb 
filter, but it contains an additional feed forward path. The structure is shown in Fig.5.3, 
and the impulse response is shown in Fig.5.4. The delay can be any positive number of 
samples and still feature a flat frequency response. Transfer Function of a general   
allpass filter is 
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                      Fig.5.3: Flow diagram of an allpass filter. 
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Fig.5.4 Impulse response of an allpass filter 
 
Notch filter can be easily implemented using all pass filter structure as shown in 
Fig.5.5 where the transfer function realized is 
















zA                                            (5.22) 
The all-pass function is chosen as second-order, so that the change on phase of A(ejw) as  
w goes from 0 to p  is -2p  radians.  
 
 
Fig .5.5 Implementation of the digital notch Filter 
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where w is the angular frequency at which the all-pass filter provides a phase shift of p  
radians. The notch characteristics is structurally induced provided A(z) is realized in a 
structurally loss less form. Design procedures and a catalogue of minimum-multiplier 
structures are detailed in [45]. A particularly useful choice for the second-order all pass 
filter is the lattice filter, shown minimum multiplier form for convenience in Fig.5.6.  
Z-1Z-1
k2 K1
      A(Z)
 
 
Fig 5.6 The second order all-pass filter  
 
This structure provides independent tuning of the notch frequency 0w and the 3db 
attenuation bandwidth W according to  
( )1 0cosk w= -                                                                                                              (5.23) 
( )
( )2
1 tan / 2





              (5.24) 
 
Note that 22k R=  where R is the pole radius, 2k  corresponds to peak of the notch filter. 
This introduces the limitation of using this method. It can be overcome by reducing the 
resonant peak using mulitrate design. As shown later the combination of observer with 
allpass filter yield better performance than the single-rate design or the design with 
mulirate observer only.  
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5.4 Modeling of Single-Stage Actuator 
The model of the VCM actuator, which is well known in the research community 
to have a characteristic of a double integrator cast with some high frequency resonance, 
which can reduce the system stability if neglected. There is bias force acting at the input 
of VCM causes steady state error in tracking mode. Nonlinearities are present in the 
system are primarily due to the pivot and bearing friction which manifests as drop in low 
frequency gains. All these factors should be taken into consideration when considering 
the design of a controller for the VCM actuator. To get a model for the design of 
controller, we have to compromise between accuracy and simplicity. In this section, a 
relatively simplified model of the VCM actuator is identified and presented. 
 
The dynamics of an ideal VCM actuator can be formulated as a second order state 
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where u is the actuator input (in volts), y and v are the position (in tracks) and the velocity 
of the R/W head. yk  and  vk   are e position measurement gain and acceleration constant 
respectively. For the VCM actuator /v tk k m= , where tk  is current- force conversion 
coefficient and m is the mass for the VCM actuator. Corresponding transfer function 
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The parameters of the model are estimated from the frequency response of the actuator. 
The frequency response of the VCM is obtained using an experimental setup, shown in 
Fig.4.7 that consists of a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) and HP Dynamic Signal 
Analyzer. The frequency response is shown in Fig.5.7. Applying the "Maximum 
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Fig 5.7 Frequency response of single-stage actuator of HDD 
 
The frequency response of the identified model matches the measured data very 
well for the frequency range from 0 to 3 kHz, which far exceeds the working range of the 
VCM actuator. As mentioned, it is a common practice in the design of HDD servo 
systems to approximate the VCM actuator model as a double integrator. Such an 
approximation simplifies the overall design procedure a great deal. Most importantly, it 
works very well since in general notch filters can be used to suppress the resonant modes. 
However, in order to make them more realistic, all simulation results will be done using 
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the fourth order plant model. The final implementation is of course to be carried out on 
the actual system. 
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                      (5.29) 
where y and v are respectively the position of the R/W actuator head (in mm) and velocity 
(in mm, and   u is the control input (in volts). In general, the velocity of the VCM is not 
available for measurement and y will be the only measurable state. For this particular 
system, the controlled out put is also the measurement output, i.e., 
[ ]1 0h y x= =             (5.30) 
The objective is to design a servo controller that meets the design specification under 
some physical constraints both are mentioned below.  
 
1. Sampling frequency 2s rF fá where rf  is the frequency of resonance. 
2. 3u volts£ . This limit is due to the working range of the VCM driver used in 
the implementation. 







5.5 Simulation Results 
Simulation and implementation results for all three servo systems discussed in the 
previous sections are presented here and a full scale comparison on the performances of 
these methods is done. Performances are compared using the following tests: 
1. Frequency response of single-rate systems 
2. Frequency response of multirate systems 
3. Track seeking and following test for single-rate systems 
4. Track seeking and following test for multirate systems 
  
All simulation results are carried out using SIMULINK in MATLAB [46] and all 
implementation results carried out using the experimental setup explained in section 
5.4.2. The sampling rates for both simulation and implementation are chosen as 3kHz.  
Note that this is lower than the sampling frequency used in commercial HDD.  This has 
been selected to emulate the advantage of multirate controller. Controllers are designed 
using ZOH to implement the algorithm in real hard disk drives.  
 
5.5.1 Different Schemes 
 Frequency response of single-rate systems is shown in Fig.5.8. It clearly shows 
that if the resonant frequency is above the Nyquist frequency then it aliases in the lower 
frequency range.  The aliased frequency is very near to the bandwidth. Multirate 
controller is designed with different values of multirate ratio r. Corresponding frequency 
responses are shown in Fig.5.9. The response near the close loop bandwidth is zoomed 
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and shown in Fig5.9. The multirate ratio r=3 results no peak in magnitude response. This 
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Fig.5.9. Closed loop frequency response of multirate system 
 
The time domain responses of the 3 cases are simulated using a step command of 
1 m-m. The responses for single-rate, multirate, and multirate with Notch filter are shown 
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in Fig.5.10-Fig.5.15. It is clear that the best performance is achieved with multirate and 
notch filter.  
 
Fig5.10 Single-rate system –position output 
 
Fig.5.11 Single-rate system-control input 
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Fig.5.12 Mulitrate system-position output  
    (solid : without notch filter, dot: with notch filter) 
    
                                            Fig.5.13 Mulitrate system-control input  
        (solid : without notch filter, dot : with notch) 
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          Fig.5.14 Mulitrate sys tem-position output 
           (with multirate observer and Notch filter) 
           
                         Fig.5.15 Mulitrate system-control input 
                (with multirate observer and Notch filter) 
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5.5.2 Comparison with Published Works 
This section explores the merits of using a multirate observer in series with notch 
filter. This method has been compared with proposed algorithm by R.Ehrlick [47], 
referred by many researchers. This paper proposed a compensator using a three tap FIR 
filter, F(z) in series with a second-order IIR notch filter N(z) 
1 2
0 1 2( )F z a a z a z
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        (5.32) 
The constant NK  is chosen such that DC gain of the notch filter is unity. The manner in 
which the FIR filter and the notch filters are connected above parameters have been 
obtained using optimization technique fmins() function from Matlab optimization 
Toolbox [46]. In order to compare the performance of the proposed controller with that of 
other method, we first simulate the plant model given in [46] under the same sampling 
condition. The result given in [47] shows that it needs more than 5 to settle. The same 
plant model is then simulated with the proposed controller and it s response is shown in 
Fig.5.16. The response settles to the final value in just 3 samples with advantage of state 
feedback controller. 
 
                                        
Fig 5.16 Step response comparison for different methods 
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5.6 Experimental Results 
 The servo controller is implemented on a 3.5inch 8Gbyte disk drive. Issues related 
to the implementation are discussed in this section and the experimental results are 
shown. The Experimental platform is presented first followed by implementation results. 
 
Driver –VCM Actuator 
The VCM driver uses a full bridge power amplifier UC 3173A, from Unitrode 
Inc. The closed loop trans conductance of the amplifier can be switched between two 
ranges. It gives improved dynamic range of load current for a given control input range 
and resolution. However, the change in gain causes change in bandwidth. Auxiliary 
functions available on the device also include under voltage monitor for power supply, 
controlled velocity head parking and power inhibit. The head parking function is 
activated whenever the power supply voltage drops below a pre-specified minimum level. 
In that case, the VCM driver retracts the actuator to the parking zone on the disk. This is 
done to avoid heard crashing on the disk surface where data is written. The parking 
function can be configured to operated with supply voltage as low as 1.2 volts.  
 
DSP Controller Board 
The controller is implemented on the DSP controller Board (DS1102) from 
dSpace Inc. The dSapce [48] system provides a real time interface linking the dSpace 
hardware and the MATLAB/Simulink software platform. The specification of the 
controller boar are shown in Table 5.1 
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Tl’s TMS320C31 floating –point DSP 
60MHz clock rate 33.3ns cycle time 
8-M Baud serial interface 
4 external interrupts 
                               
Memory 
128K´32bit RAM zero wait states 






16 bit channels on 4ms conversion time 
Simultaneous sample &Hold 
±10V input voltage range 




12bit channel  
4ms typical settling time 
±10V output voltage range 
 
Experimental Setup 
The controller in cascade with the notch filter is implemented using space 
controller development card. The position feedback is obtained from the LDV, which 
measures the displacement of the actuator with the help of a laser beam shining the tip of 
the actuator. Sampling frequency is, therefore, not restricted here as in an HDD. 
However, in order to emulate the sampling frequency restriction of a real drive, we chose  
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sampling frequency as 3kHz. The resonant mode is slightly above the Nyquist frequency 
causing severe aliasing problem. Experiment is performed for a change in position 




















                  
Fig.5.18 Experimental results mulitrate system-position output 
(with multirate observer and Notch filter) 
 
                       
Fig.5.19 Experimental results mulitrate system-control input 
(with multirate observer and Notch filter) 
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Above results well match with simulation results, We have shown that multirate 
estimator introduces smooth control update which will not excite the resonant modes, All 
pass notch filter helps us to have better settling time than using mulitrate estimator only 
 
5.7 Conclusion 
 The design and implementation of a multirate compensator for a single-stage 
actuator, where the resonant modes lie in the frequencies above and close to the Nyquist 
frequency, are presented in this chapter. The problems associated with a single-rate 
controller for such case are explained, and a solution is obtained through the use of 
multirate design.  Main contribution of this section includes a move approach of 
designing multirate controller, a method to find the suitable multirate ration and a novel 
notch filter structure. Effectiveness of the propose control architecture and design is 










Feed Forward Control Design for Multi 
Mode Flexible Systems 
 
6.1 Introduction 
The time required by any closed loop positioning system to move from one point 
to another can be reduced by decreasing the moving mass and increasing the driving 
force. However, in case of hard disk drive, the driving force is limited by the maximum 
current rating of the VCM driver and the strength of the magnetic field. Moving mass of 
the head positioner must, therefore, be minimized in order to generate fast motion. 
However, it is inevitable that the resulting design will exhibit some flexible modes. 
Reduction of moving mass induces transient vibrations affecting the bandwidth of the 
servo controller. It is accepted throughout the drive industry that in order to ensure 
adequate system performance, the bandwidth of the servo system must be at least two 
octaves below the frequency of the lowest mechanical resonance. The transient vibrations 
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also affect the track access performance. Any effort to reduce the total access time during 
track seeking operation is hampered by residual vibrations caused by inherent flexibility 
of the system. An excited vibration mode generates noise, increases settling time, and 
reduces positioning accuracy. The residual vibrations generated during seeking must, 
therefore, be suppressed in order to realize a high speed positioning mechanism.  
 
Unwanted vibration affects the performance of actuators used in control systems, 
and currently many open and closed loop techniques exist to confront this problem. For 
system in which vibration is excited primarily by actuator inputs feed forward command-
shaping strategies typically prove to be more convenient and as effective as feedback 
approaches. The open loop approaches are safe in the sense of feedback stability 
problems. Mecki and Seering [49] made a least-square approximation to the bang-bang 
control with a sum of weighted ramped sinusoids whose frequencies are chosen not to 
coincide with the mode frequencies. In another approach, Cooper and Ardema [50] 
suppressed parasitic excitation by allocating a small transition time to smooth the 
normally abrupt control changes. Vibration of flexible structures can be greatly reduced 
by using properly shaped reference commands. Input shaping is a command generation 
scheme that filters the reference command in real time by convolving it with a sequence 
of impulses, called the input shaper. An early form of input shaping known as posicast 
control was developed for flexible systems [51 52 53 54,55]. Other command shaping 
methods closely related to posicast control has been used on multi mode system [56] and 
on suspended payloads [57]. Unfortunately, posicast control is sensitive to modeling 
errors; small modeling errors lead to significant level of residual vibration. This 
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drawback was overcome when a method for incorporating robustness into the designing 
of the input shaper was developed [58]. 
 
This chapter proposes a new technique for deriving feed forward compensator in 
discrete domain. Unlike existing derivations this method lends a numerical and 
conceptual simplicity to design a shaper that reveals useful strategies for adjusting 
compensator specification called envelope controller to optimize system performance. 
We predefine the robustness for the variation of damping ratio and natural frequency for 
multiple modes. It provides better understanding of the frequency response of desired 
compensator and allows us to define parameters for desired compensator; we name it as 
envelope controller. This information can be used to design optimal compensator. 
Important parameters for standard filter designs such as   cut off frequency, pass band, 
stop band   and stop band attenuation can also be defined. Another advantage is, it does 
not need exact model information but the variation in natural frequency and damped ratio 
should be known. The derivation will be illustrated with an example and verified with 
analytical and simulated results. Given this new approach conclusion will be drawn about 
how this method can be best utilized to suppress vibration in flexible mechanical systems. 






6.2 Overview of Existing Controllers 
Among the many techniques available input shaping using impulse sequences 
enjoys distinct advantages due to its simplicity its optimality and its ability to be used 
with arbitrary actuator commands in real- time.  We summarize the algorithm below 
The first step towards generating constraint equations which guarantee a 
vibration-free system output is to specify the system response to an impulse input. For 
this derivation, the system input is assumed to be a position command and the output, an 
actual position. The results of this section generalize for any input or output (velocity, 
torque, etc). A linear, vibratory system of any order can be specified as a cascaded set of 
second-order poles with the cascaded set of second-order poles with the decaying 
sinusoidal response [58].   
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where A is the amplitude of the position impulse command, w  is the undamped natural 
frequency of the pant, V  is the damping ratio of the plant, it s time and to is the time of 
the impulse input. Eq.6.1 specifies the position response, y(t) at some point of interest in 
the system. This equation also assumes that numerator dynamics are not present. 
Eq.6.1 is the system response to an impulse input. The response of the system to a pulse 
is a trivial extension of this since the digital pulse input can be formed from a 
superposition of impulses. The response to the pulse is, therefore, the superposition of 
responses given by Eq.6.1. The following two formulas can be obtained for elimination 
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Where jA  is the amplitude of the 
thj  impulse, jt is the time of the impulse and endt  is the 
time at which the sequence ends (the time of the last impulse). These two equations can 
now be used to generate an input sequence for a digital system with some known 
resonance. The derivatives of the expressions for 1V  and 2V  are taken with respect to w to 
zero causes the derivative expressions with respect to ? to be zero. Those can be adopted 
to improve the robustness using derivative constraints [58]. The Qth derivative constraint 
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Here robustness performance is not considered as design specifications.  To 
achieve certain robustness this designing method will be over fit or under fit and we see 
from Eq.6.2 & 6.3, the impulse should be applied at specific interval. It depends on the 
natural frequency of the particular modes.  Selection of sampling interval restricts of 
using this method for multi mode systems, because different mode has different time 
intervals. It will be impossible to adopt digital controller for those system and derivation 
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of optimal inputs shaper can require complicated numerical approaches and they failed to 
satisfy the robustness issues. 
 
 Following this alternative research direction, it was shown [59,60] that 
conventional FIR can be in fact used successfully for robust residual vibration 
suppression provided that certain design requirements are properly addressed. Their 
preconditioning for FIR filter design is frequency response of F(jw ) of the filter is zero 
at frequencies coinciding with the expected natural frequencies of the dynamic system 
and to have robust residual vibration suppression. Robustness properties for the 
preconditioning procedure was extended not only for individual frequencies coinciding 
with the expected natural frequencies of the system but also for extended areas (stop-
band areas) to cover the possible variation of the system natural frequencies. Even though 
it explains the usage of conventional filters, having zeros at frequencies at expected 
natural frequency and at possible variations, it will increase the order of the filter and 
optimality will be questionable.  This approach was extended for designing standard IIR 
and FIR filters with assumption that the cut off frequency of the filter must   be or lower 
than the system's lowest damped frequency natural frequency.  Several methods are used 
to design an IIR and FIR filter coefficients [60]. To perform the proper design of FIR and 
IIR filters for robust vibration suppression they [60] introduced a series of dimensionless 
performance indexes and the Delay Error-Order (DEO) curves that represent graphically 
the delay time introduced by the filter as a function of the remaining residual vibrations 
and the filter order.  Although some relevant results have been reported, design 
specifications are not properly addressed. It will contribute for trial and error method. It 
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can be shown that cut off frequency is not adequate for designing filters stop band 
attenuation is also more important to suppress the residual vibration. But above work can 
be considered as preliminary work for the concept “Residual vibration problems can be 
considered as a filter design problem”.  
 
In the most general sense, a digital filter is a linear shit- invariant discrete time 
system. The specifications for standard digital filters are often given in the frequency 
domain, as for example in the case of frequency selective filters such as lowpass, notch 
and bandpass filters. Some of the standard designing methods for residual vibration 
problems are discussed below. 
 
· Notch Filters 
 Notch Filters have a wide variety of applications in the field of signal processing 
for removing a single frequency or a narrow-band sinusoidal interference. The ideal 













          (6.6) 
Most of IIR methods for notch filters make use of analog prototype filter, such as 
the Butterworth, Chebyshev Type I and II or the Elliptic prototype.  It will not be better 
solution for every application especially with restriction of sampling frequency. The 
filter will be implemented in digitized form, analog filter will be approximated using 
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Where dz  is the desired damping ratio dw  is the natural frequency much greater than 
nw  at least dw = nw´2  to cancel the resonant mode 
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 For digital controller, F(s) will be discretized. Systems where discrete signals appear in 
some places and continuous signals occur in other parts are called sampled-data systems 
because continuous signal data sampled before being used. So it is necessary to consider 
the behavior of the plant between sampling instants. There are lots of transformations 
from continuous to discrete systems, such as zero order hold, bilinear backward and 
forward transformations. The best approximation of continuous models is piece wise 
constant discrete models. It can be obtained using ZOH discretization method.  Since 
compensator is designed based on continuous model of the plant, the reasonable choice 
is "ZOH" for discreting the continuous compensator to have discrete model.   This limits 
the advantage of this type of filters, because it needs very high sample frequency to 
achieve same performance as analog filter. It can be easily understood from in Fig. 6.1. 
Another disadvantage is if resonant frequency variation is comparable then this filter 


















































Fig.6.1 Comparison of response with different sampling ratio 
 
Above figures shows magnitude response of the discretized filter of F(s) with 
different sampling frequency. We observe that if sampling frequency is 15 times of 
resonant frequency then it approaches the analog filter response. Another good approach 
for digital notch Filter will be Allpass Filter Structure [45], it can be easily implemented 
using the circuit of Fig.4.3 where the transfer function realized is 
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This structure provides independent tuning of the notch frequency and the 3db 
attenuation bandwidth W according to  
( )1 cos ;nk w= -      
( )
( )2
1 tan / 2






This structure provides tunable stable filter with constraint.  22k R=  where R is the pole 
radius. This limits the usage of this filter because the bandwidth of the filter cannot be set 
arbitrarily. More details can be found in chapter 5 
 
· FIR Lowpass filters 
  As mentioned residual vibration problem can be considered as filter design 
problem.   There are FIR algorithms available for designing digital filters directly. The 
most straightforward approach to FIR filter design is to obtain a finite length impulse 
response by truncating an infinite-duration impulse response sequence. Thus the 
approximation of an ideal filter specification by convergence of Fourier series a subject 
that has received a great deal of study since the middle of the eighteenth century. The 
most familiar concept from this theory is the Gibbs phenomenon. The Gibbs phenomenon 
can be moderated through the use of a less abrupt truncation of the Fourier series.  It 
introduces the approach called windowing methods. These windows methods are Barlett, 
Hanning and Hamming. Different FIR filter structure has different advantages and 
disadvantages and it depends on the applications. For example Standard windowing 
methods algorithms are developed based on linear phase delay concept. Linear phase 
concept is tremendously treated in communication system where group delay is more 
important. But linear phase concept doesn't show any advantage for servo design; it 
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prefers less time delay and high bandwidth. Standard designs are constrained to have 
exactly the same passband ripple as stop band ripple d .  This limits the conventional 
filters methods used for residual vibration because residual vibration error can be 
different from stop band attenuation. It depends on the error which can be acceptable. 
Different windowing filtering methods for residual vibration problem were analyzed in 
[60]. 
 
6.3 Robust Compensator Design 
To investigate the effects of model imperfections and to reduce these effects 
models have to be complemented by quantitative information about model uncertainty. 
Graphically this can be illustrated as shown in Fig.6.2 where oF  is nominal model and 
oFV  is uncertainty of the model. 
 
 
Fig.6.2. Block diagram of model with uncertainty 
 If the relative differences between design models and actual systems are small 
then the model errors can be neglected. On the other hand, if the differences are very 
large, then the accuracy of the model has to be improved through, for example, additional 
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modeling, identification or adaptation. In between these two extremes, there exists a wide 
range of model error sets, for which the performance of a filter could be improved by 
taking about the size of the uncertainty into account in the design. 
 
 It is common to distinguish between stability robustness (maintaining stability in 
the presence of uncertainty or variations in system properties) and the more ambitious 
goal of performance robustness. The latter concept often means that a filter should be 
designed so that a pre-specified level of performance can be guaranteed for a specified 
type of system variation or model uncertainty. In other problem formulations, improving 
the performance robustness means that the average performance of the design shall be 
improved. It should be noted that there are always performance limitations in linear 
filtering, see, for example, the work [61] of Goodwin et al. To obtain robust designs, we 
must therefore specify the type of robustness and the type of uncertainty, or system 
variations, for which robustness should be improved. There are numerous possible causes 
for the misbehavior of a signal processing system. For a given problem, we cannot expect 
to guard against all different kinds of uncertainties with a single design tool. Below, four 
types of uncertainties are outlined, which may not all be amendable by using the same 
type of robust design. 
 
· Parametric uncertainty.  
Although the parameters of a linear system are sometimes well known, 
some of the parameters are here assumed to be uncertain to a specified extent. 
Both the known dynamics and the uncertain parameters are sometimes allowed to 
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be time varying. Parametric uncertainty arises, for example, when a non- linear 
system is linearized around operating points or state trajectories, with differing 
linearized dynamics. Noise- induced uncertainty in identified models (represented 
by the parameter covariance matrix) also constitutes a parametric uncertainty. 
Timing jitter, i.e. small variations in the sampling rate, can be represented by a 
parametric time-varying uncertainty in a sampled-data model. Methods designed 
to attain performance robustness in the presence of parametric uncertainty aim at 
reducing the influence of, or even decouple, the uncertain parameters from the 
signals affecting the performance. In feedback systems, the use of a high gain 
feedback is perhaps the most well known tool for reducing sensitivity with regard 
to parametric uncertainty. 
 
· Non-parametric uncertainty. 
A high order dynamic system of unknown structure and degree is often 
approximated by a low order linear model of a specified degree. This situation is 
denoted under modeling, and the differences between the system and the model 
represents a non-parametric or unstructured uncertainty. Identified models mostly 
suffer from both parametric and non-parametric uncertainty. The question of how 
to make good use of any available knowledge about the unstructured model errors 
is, in general, difficult to answer. Hard or probabilistic bounds on the frequency 
responses are often used. Such concepts may, however, be of dubious value if the 




· Uncertain statistics and outliers. 
If a filter is designed to be optimal for Gaussian noise and/or signals, then the 
performance of the filter may deteriorate significantly in the presence of signals 
with non-Gaussian statistics. The effect of outliers (noise samples with large 
magnitudes) on estimates obtained by Kalman filters or by RLS/LMS adaptation 
laws is another example. Filters and detectors can be robustified with regard to 
uncertain statistics by applying nonlinear transformations on measured signals or 
on innovations signals. Various systematic schemes exist for designing such 
nonlinearities, for given assumed classes of signal distributions. The simplest type 
of nonlinearity, effective against noise outliers, is a limiter. It usually operates on 
the residual signals in Kalman filters, Wiener filters and adaptation laws. 
    
· Abrupt structural or parametric changes. 
Such changes may be due to the action of control logic, sudden changes in 
operating conditions or sensor failures, among other causes. Filtering performance 
can sometimes be rendered insensitive to these phenomena by designing a set of 
different filters, each attuned to a specific situation or failure mode. Estimator or 
change-detection device is required for selecting the output from one of the filters 
or form a linear combination of the filter outputs. Multiple redundant sensors, 
actuators and filter can also be used to increase the reliability of systems for signal 
processing and control. 
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The way, in which the model uncertainty is described, i.e. the error modeling, is a 
central part of any robust design method. Error models are, by necessity, imprecise; the 
exact modeling of uncertain dynamics would be a contradiction in terms. A requirement 
for elaborate error models, and a large engineering effort in obtaining them, would 
furthermore reduce the attractiveness of a robust design methodology. On the other hand, 
crude error models, which include a range of possible dynamics much wider than the 
range actually encountered, could result in conservative, and possibly useless, designs. It 
can be difficult to ascertain the stability of an interconnected system in cases where the 
dynamics in some subsystems are partly unknown. The study of robust stability is a 
central issue in the analysis of feedback control systems. Stability can be less problematic 
in open- loop estimation and feed forward control problems. If not all subsystems are 
guaranteed to be stable within the whole uncertainty set, the differences between signals 
and their estimates may grow without bounds. This is called divergence in the literature 
on Kalman filtering. 
 
In the present chapter we will aim for guaranteed performance. This problem 
formulation not only seems to be a good candidate of providing simplicity and generality, 
but also helps to avoid conservative designs. We will consider the design of discrete-
time, linear, robust filters. The filters are designed to be applied high bandwidth servo 
systems. The robustness of interest concerns parametric or non-parametric, time- invariant 
uncertainties in the dynamics of linear design models. A large class of practically 
important problems, without feedback connections and with all uncertain systems 
assumed to be stable, is considered. In such situations, the non-existence of divergent 
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estimates can be assured in a straightforward way. An interesting topic could also be to 
use the resulting linear, robust filters in schemes for obtaining also robustness against 
noise outliers or in filter-banks. The design of such nonlinear algorithms is, however, 
beyond the scope of the present thesis. 
 
6.4 Proposed Algorithm – Envelope Controller 
There are lots of filter designing methods proposed in the literatures and those 
have different advantages over different specifications. A commonly asked question 
among filter designers is why the optimal design methods should be used at all, or, 
equivalently, how much does the use of an optimal technique buy over some other 
conventional methods for residual vibration problems. This question can be conveniently 
answered by understanding the designing methods. The windows methods are based 
largely on closed-form solution. As a result they are easy to apply and entail a relatively 
insignificant amount. Effectively the optimal design methods allow the degrees of 
freedom in the impulse response to be focused on the most stressing parts of the 
frequency response design while the window method treats all parts equally. Optimal 
methods allow the designer to avoid over designing portions of the frequency response 
about which he or she needn’t exert as much control.  
 
Filters are typically used to modify an arbitrary input command before 
introducing it to then open or close loop system in order that the shaper delivers 
maximum performance. In some cases the natural frequency of the system varies as the 
system configuration is changing. It depends on the type of motion (the vibration of 
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suspended payload with hoisting), manufacturing process (Micro actuators in hard disk 
drives) temperature variation and wear & tear. Thus the nominal /modeling natural 
frequency is covering a wide frequency range. In these cases the stop band of the filter 
must cover the entire frequency range and not specific discrete va lues. So robust filter 
should be able to 
 
1. Eliminate vibration at all unwanted system modes. 
2. Deliver adequate robustness to system uncertainty.  
3. Meet causality restrictions. 
4. Response for zero frequency equal to one, in order to achieve                
    appropriate rigid body motion. 
5. Ripple on the stop band smaller than a pre specified acceptable residual         
    vibration error. 
6. Minimum possible filter delay. 
7. Keep the shaped command within actuator limits.  
 
For each of these constraints, and equivalent z-plane specification has to be 
defined to guide the construction of a discrete transfer function describing acceptable 
compensator solutions.  























+ +Õ    where N M³       (6.9) 
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Due to lack of exact knowledge of natural frequencies and damping ratios the control 
designer needs to estimate uncertainty bound for the modal parameters ix  and jw  
i=1,2…n. These bound are used in the design to achieve the required robustness.  
 
Step I: 
Objective of this feed forward filter design is to push the 
bandwidth of the actuator with desirable performance for the variation. So 
defining the envelope of model for the frequency { }s fww w w wÎ W á á  is the 
first step in designing feed forward controller. We are interested in 
suppressing the envelope of ( )PEH s  for the variation of each jx , 
iw , jx , jw .  




















+ +Õ  is limited by min ( ix ) 
and max ( jx ).  






















+ +Õ                                           (6.10) 
  
Step II 
Then inversed of the envelope will be considered as the specified 
magnitude response of the desired compensator to achieve higher 
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bandwidth. The amplitude response of that compensator is required to 
approach specified amplitude response as closed as possible.  So envelope 













=         (6.11) 
 
Step III 
Given a set of specifications in the form of magnitude response, 
the next step is to find a discrete-time linear system whose frequency 
response falls within the prescribed tolerances. At this point the filter 
design problem becomes a problem in approximation. Either discrete FIR 
or IIR filters can achieve it. In the case of IIR system we must 
approximate the desired frequency response by rational function. IIR 
filters are more suitable to achieve desired magnitude response with fewer 
coefficients. The primary advantage of IIR filters is that they typically 
meet a given desired frequency response with a much lower filter order 
than that of a corresponding FIR filters. Advantage of IIR filters is the 
poles of the transfer function can be placed any where inside the unit 
circle.  A consequence of this degree of freedom is that high selectivity 
can be easily achieved with low-order transfer functions. In non recursive 
filters on the other hand with the poles fixed at the origin, high selectivity 
can be achieved only by using   a relatively high order in a nonrecursive 
design can as high as 5 to 10 times than in a recursive design. So in this 
section, we consider the design of discrete-time IIR filters through the 
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direct search of filter parameters that will minimize a specific design 
criterion. Such “brute force” approached to filter design have become 
increasingly more popular due to the wide availability of high speed 
computers and robust numerical optimization methods. Typically 
numerical approaches to filter design have two parts. First they design a 
cost, or error criterion. This criterion is a measure of the difference 
between the ideal filter response and the response of the computed or 
approximate filter. The goal is to find the approximate filter with the 
lowest cost (error). The second part is to minimize the cost with respect to 
the filter parameters. It can be designed in two general steps: 
  
1. An objective function, which is dependent on the difference between 
the actual and specified amplitude response is formulated. 
2. The objective function obtained is minimized with respect to the 
transfer- function  
 
Let  ( )nE w  be the specified amplitude response and for the sake of exposition, assume 
that it is piecewise continuous and we define the   nth order recursive filter can be 










a a z z
H z H
b b z z=
+ +
=
+ +Õ          (6.12) 
where ija  and ijb  are real coefficients J=N/2 and 0H  is a positive multiplier constant. The 
amplitude response of the filter can be expressed as  
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 ( , ) ( )jwTM x w H e=                                                                             (6.13) 
where 
001 11 01 11 1
[ ...... ] Tijx a a b b b H=  is a column vector with 4J+1 elements and w 
is the frequency. 
 The difference between M(x w ) and ( )nE w  is in effect the approximation and can be 
expressed as and can be expressed as  
( , ) ( , ) ( )ne x M x Ew w w= -                (6.14) 
 by sampling ( , )e x w  at frequencies 1 2 3, , ,....... kw w w w , the column vector  
1 2( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( )]
T
kE x e x e x e x=                                                                      (6.15) 
can be formed where 
( ) ( , )i ie x e x w=  for  i=1, 2,……K 
The approximation problem at hand can be solved by finding a point x x
È
=  such that  
( ) 0ie x
È
»  for i=1, 2, 3, …K          (6.16)  
Assuming that a solution exists, a suitable objective function must first be formed which 
should satisfy a number of fundamental requirements. It should be a scalar quantity and 
its minimization with respect to x should least to the minimization of all the elements of 
E(x) in some sense. Further it is highly desirable that it be differentiable. An objective 
function satisfying these requirements can be defined in term of the pL  norm of E(x) as  
1/
1





x L E x e xy
=
é ù
= = = ê ú
ë û
å        (6.17) 
The design of digital filters can be accomplished by minimizing of the norms. If the 1L or 
2
2L  norm is minimized, then the sum of the magnitudes or the sum of the squares of the 
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elemental error is minimized.  The minimum error achieved usually turns out to be 
unevenly distributed with respect to the frequency and may exhibit large peaks (e.g.) 
which are often objectionable. If prescribed amplitude response specifications are to be 
met, the magnitude of the largest elemental error should be minimized and therefore, the 
La  norm of the error function should be used. Algorithms developed specifically for 
minimization of the La  norm is known as minimax algorithms and lead to design in 
which the error is uniformly distributed with respect to frequency [62].  
when  p = ¥ , we have  
     ( )L E x
Ç
¥ =                                 (6.18) 
With an objective function available, the required design can be obtained by solving by 
optimizing following equation 
                                                      xmini ( )xy                                                            (6.19) 
 
6.6 Results 
In order to verify the effectiveness of the envelope controller proposed in this 
chapter, this method was applied to design a compensator for the micro-actuator used in 
dual stage actuated disk drive system. The open loop frequency response data for micro- 
actuator was obtained from an experiment. The response of the MA actuator is measured 
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                (6.20) 
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 The resonant modes can be varied from +/-20% due to manufacturing process and 
wear and tear. The goal of this section is to design an optimal compensator for such 
variation that can be used to eliminate residual vibration in this system. The envelope 
of variation in resonant frequencies has been obtained for the system described by 
Eq.6.20 and the envelope of frequency bound is shown in Fig.6.3. 
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Fig.6.3. Envelope and desired compensator 
 
The goal of this section is to design a compensator to achieve the desired 
magnitude response specification Fig.6.3.  We can see that this low pass filter problem, 
and the design specifications such as pass band and stop band can be selected for optimal 
design. The other method will be transfer function which can be selected to get required 
frequency response specified.  The Filter Design Toolbox introduces function called: 




The obtained IIR filter is  
6 5 4 3 2 1
6 5 4 3 2 1
0.0577 0.1544 0.2363 0.2610 0.2009 0.1121 0.0329
( )
1.000 1.7833 0.8915 0.3845 0.3358 0.0631 0.0047
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z z z z z z
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                          (6.21) 
However we observed that denominator has poles closer to –1. It [63] produces the 
oscillatory output. Hence to avoid hidden oscillations (inter sampling rippling) the poles 
near to 1 was replaced by 0.  
 
6 5 4 3 2 1
6 5 4 3 2
0.0577 0.1544 0.2363 0.2610 0.2009 0.1121 0.0329
'( )
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z z z z z z
G z G
z z z z z
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+ + + + + +
=
- + + +
           (6.22) 
Fig.6.4. shows the desired magnitude response and the designed magnitude response. It 
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Fig.6.4 Comparison of designed and desired compensators 
The following step response shows the effectiveness of this design. Lower bound of 
variation mode reduces the bandwidth of the systems. So the step response has been 
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simulated for –20% and +20% and the nominal model. It shows that settling time is less 
than 0.3ms, this is satisfactory result for the large band variation  +/-20%.  
 







Fig.6.5. Block diagram of propose design 
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Analytical expression for evaluating the performance of the robust filter is given .It is 
mathematically, possible to obtain a robust compensator by assuming suitable conditions 
for variations. The impact of these uncertainties depends on the energy of the input signals 
in the corresponding frequency regions. Given an envelope controller optimal compensator 
has been achieved. It has been analyzed in detail and simulated for the actuator having 
more than one flexible mode.  It is observed that the method is simplified using frequency 
bound and it performs better. This work can be extended to design equivalent FIR filters 























The present demand for large-capacity disk drives is leading to an increase in 
areal density at a rate of 100% per year. This requires a positioning accuracy of the order 
of few nanometers. The servo bandwidth of the current disk drive actuators makes it very 
hard to achieve this because the voice coil motor (VCM) actuator used in conventional 
disk drives has hundreds of flexible resonances in high frequencies (see e.g., [64] and 
[65]), which limit the bandwidth and hence positioning accuracy. In order to develop 
high bandwidth (track following) servo systems, dual-stage actuation has been proposed 
as a possible solution. In dual actuator, micro-actuator is mounted on a large conventional 
VCM actuator. The fine actuator is designed to have has the characteristics of small range 
but operating capability over large range of frequency the frequency band is very high. 
Coarse actuator, on the contrary, provides large range of motion but responds slower. So 
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by adopting the merits of both actuators, a desired system can be constructed. The VCM 
actuator is used for coarse and relatively slow positioning and the micro-actuator is used 
for fine and fast positioning.  
A number of control designs for dual-stage track following were recently 
discussed in several papers e.g. [66 67 68 69 70]. The two most fundamental choices in a 
dual-stage system are the actuator configuration and the control algorithms. In dual-stage 
systems, the coarse actuator is used for coarse and large range motions while the fine 
actuator for the fine and small range motions. There are two possible configurations of 
the actuators. The first one is a dual- input-dual-output (DIDO) that provides only the 
conventional PES system, which utilizes position error signal relative to the primary 
stage (PES) and the direct measurement of displacement of the micro-actuator (RPES). 
The second one is a dual- input-single-output (DISO) that provides only the conventional 
PES. The merits and demerits of various configurations are explained in section 7.2. 
 
In this chapter, a novel controller has been proposed for dual actuated HDD 
systems to achieve high bandwidth. Some of the advantages from this novel approach are 
1) Larger bandwidth in presence constraints e.g. disturbance, parameter 
variations.  
1)  Designing method of controller applicable for   both DISO system and DIDO 
configurations.  
2)   Robust controller for DISO systems.  
3)   Useful design for DISO multirate systems. 
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Design has been simulated and implemented in real hard disk drives. It shows that 
proposed controller can be used in commercial drives. Further, this has been extended to 
multirate for dual actuated systems. Proposed architecture is simulated using the model of 
the dual-stage actuator obtained chapter 4. Effectiveness of the architecture and controller 
design is also verified using real time implementation of an HDD. The architecture has 
also been extended to multirate design. 
 
7.2 Overview of Different Design Approaches 
Various architecture and control algorithm for dual-stage system can be found in 
published literature. We briefly describe some of the commonly used methods. 
 
7.2.1 Parallel Loop Architecture 
This design has a very simple structure, which is shown in Fig.7.1. Only one 






Fig.7.1 Block diagram- Parallel loops 







=             (7.1) 
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where 1 VCM VCMG C G= , 2 MA MAG C G= . The transfer function of the voice coil motor 
(VCM) and micro-actuator (MA) are VCMG  and respectively. VCMC  and MAC  are the 
compensators for   VCM and MA respectively.  
The characteristic equation is 01 21 =++ GG          (7.2) 






==             (7.3) 
 It is obvious from the characteristic equation that the stability of the overall system 
cannot be guaranteed by stabilizing each individual loop. However this has the 
advantage of requiring only one feedback. This can be useful for dual-stage systems that 
have no feedback for rela tive motion between the two stages. Since the controller for 
two- input-one-output cannot be decoupled, there must be constraints in designing [68]. 
Let us analyse these constraints by considering the open loop transfer function 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ( )VCM VCM MA MA MA MAC s G s C s G s C s G s s+ ® ® ¥        (7.4) 
and 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , ( 0)VCM VCM MA MA VCM VCM MA MAC s G s C s G s C s G s C s G s s+ ® ññ ®     (7.5) 
and the phase difference between ( ) ( )MA MAC s G s  and VCM VCMC G  at the frequencies where 
their output magnitudes are nearly the same cannot be 1800. If the relative phase is 
approximately 1800 at those frequencies where their outputs are almost completely out 
of phase. The subsystems essentially fight each other, and the magnitude of total output 
drops considerably due to destructive interference. Eq.7.4 indicates that the overall 
controller performance requires insensitivity to the variation of the VCM’s high 
frequency dynamics. Eq.7.5 indicates tha t the contribution of the micro-actuator control 
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loop at low frequency should be much smaller that of the VCM to avoid the interaction. 
Here the assumption is that the bandwidth of the micro-actuator is much higher than that 
of the VCM, which is a reasonable one in the application of MEMS/Piezo micro-
actuator in HDDs. Similar approach was proposed in [71]. It is called PQ method; 
controllers are designed based on nominal models of VCM and MA actuators. However 
performance robustness is not guaranteed in this approach.  
 
7.2.2 Master Slave Design 
The structure of this design is shown in Figure 7.2. The idea behind this design is 
that fine stage (the micro-actuator stage) can respond to external disturbance much faster 
than the VCM stage. Therefore the MA loop is the main loop or the master loop. The 
function of the coarse loop (the VCM loop) is to follow the MA loop such that the fine 













Fig. 7.2 Block diagram- master-slave Loop 
This loop is often referred as a slave-loop. The closed loop transfer function of this 










=          (7.7) 
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==            (7.7) 
It can be seen from (7.6) or (7.7) that the open loop transfer function for selected transfer 
function is  
21)1( GGGol +=                         (7.8) 
 
As a result the two open loops can be designed separately. In other words, some 
degree of decoupling design exists.  This scheme has another advantage that the output of 
micro-actuator is automatically minimized. Minimizing the output of MA is an important 
issue in the control design. However, from Eq.7.6 it can also be seen that shaping of the 
disturbance rejection transfer function cannot be completely de-coupled. Additionally, 
this structure requires two signals to be available. In other words the relative motion 
between the find coarse stage need to be measured. Low cost dual-stage systems such as 
suspension-based micro-actuators do not have this feedback signal readily available. One 
way to solve this problem is use a model of the micro-actuator and the knowledge of 
input signal to the micro-actuator to estimate RPES. In this case the accuracy of the 
micro-actuator model is very critical. Master slave configuration and parallel 
configuration can be considered to be each other equivalent. It is possible to use control 
design strategies developed for the parallel control scheme explained in the last section.  
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7.2.3 Dual Feedback Loop Design 
When the displacement of both coarse and fine actuators can be measured, the controller 















Fig.7.3 Block diagram - dual feedback loop 







=            (7.9) 






==          (7.10) 
The characteristic equation 
0)1)((1( 21 =++ GG                         (7.11) 
The fact that the design of the two loops can be completely decoupled is the main 
advantage of this architecture. The closed loop poles are the poles of the individual 
loops. Therefore, the overall system is stable when each individual loop is stable. 
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Additionally from Eq.7.9 it is clear that shaping the disturbance rejection transfer 
function of each individual loop can shape the overall disturbance rejection transfer 
function. The controllers, VCMC  and MAC can be designed sequentially using 
conventional SISO design techniques such as frequency response shaping and pole  
placement. Controller for the VCM can be designed to achieve higher DC gain and good 
phase margin for this loop, which the controller for micro-actuator helps to extend the 
bandwidth. Desired loop sensitivity of coarse actuator and micro-actuator are shown in 
Fig.7.4.  We can see that there is a possibility for an interaction between two sensitivity 
loops. This limits the performance of this configuration [72].  
 
 
Fig.7.4 I: close loop sensitivity of VCM actuator, II: closed loop sensitivity of            
                 MA actuator III: dual-stage closed loop sensitivity. 
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7.2.4 Master-Slave with De-coupling Design 
 A fourth structure is shown in Fig.7.5. It is very similar to the Master-Slave 
design, but with an added feed forward path. It assumes the behavior of the completely 
de-coupled, dual feedback loop design. Eq.7.8, 7.9 and 7.10 derived in design 3 can be 














Fig.7.5. Block diagram - master-slave with De-coupling 
 
7.3 Proposed Controller Design 
Some of the architecture, describes in the previous section, require the availability 
of the measured displacements constrained by both actuators. This is possible if the 
combined displacement and relative PES between two actuators are measured such a 
system represents the class called Dual Input Dual Output (DIDO) system. However the 
only measurement available in hard disk driver servo system is the combined 
displacement of the two actuators. This effectively assumes a Dual Input Single Output 
(DISO) model of the plant. For a MEMS micro-actuator, capacitive sensing can be used 
to measure the displacement of the read/write heard relative to the tip of the suspension. 
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On the contrary PZT actuated system does not have relative position sensing [73]. Thus 
the PZT-based dual-stage system must be dual- input-single-output (DISO). As mentioned 
in previous section, various configurations are available in published literature. Control 
structure has to be selected based on design objectives. We propose a different Design 
approach, which will help us to achieve following objectives. 
 
For VCM controller 
· Robustness of the system from unmodeled dynamics such as high resonances 
for the actuators. 
· Suppression of input disturbance. 
·  Less complex structure 
 
For Micro-actuator controller  
· Overall performance robustness of the system.  
· Exploitation of the advantage of micro-actuator.  
· Solution with less complexity 
Fig.7.6 shows the details of proposed control structure. VCMG  and MAG  are the nominal 
models of VCM and MA. The block mE  denotes the estimator of VCM states position 
and velocity. VCMC  and MAC  are controllers for VCM and MA respectively 
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Fig.7.6 Block diagram of proposed design 
 
In order to extract the states of VCM, the output of the primary VCM actuator is 
to be fed back into its controller loop. For the dual-stage actuator, the VCM position is 
not available. It may be possible to measure the relative displacement of the secondary 
stage using an additional sensor. However, that increases the cost of implementation. 
Instead we estimate the VCM output by subtracting the estimated output of micro-
actuator from the measured position as shown in Fig.7.7. 
 
Fig.7.7. Block diagram of position estimation of coarse actuator 
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 VCM Actuator Controller Design 
As stated in chapter 3 the voice coil actuator can be modeled as double integrator 
with resonants, given in Eq.7.11. The parameters of the model are estimated from 
frequency response data and are tabulated in Table 3.1.  
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The nominal model used for design of the VCM controller includes the double integrator 
only. It simplifies the design and result into a controller of simple structure. However, the 
presence of resonant modes must be taken into consideration by setting reasonable 
specification for the design. Then PD control is the obvious candidate for such systems. 
The controller gain will have to roll off before the resonance is activated.  The PD 
controller can be effectuated by estimated state feedback 
In order to effectuate PD control we use an observer based on the position measurement 
of the head. 
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In general, the velocity of the VCM is not available for measurement and y will 
be the only measurable state. For this particular system, the controlled output is also the 
measurement output, i.e., 
[ ]1 0h y x= =             (5.30) 
 
Observer is a well established and well-understand component in the design of 
feedback control using estimated states. The observer effectively emulates the dynamics 
of the plant. Lack of knowledge of the exact model and initial condition may result an 
error in estimation, which is corrected by using a feedback signal generated by 
subtracting model output from the measured output. For the case of dual-stage actuator, 
the measured output is the total displacement contributed by both actuators. This would 
require a full order observer with nine states, two associated with the coarse actuator and 
six states associated with the micro-actuator. Notice, in the design phase, we neglect the 
resonances in the coarse actuator because VCM is being decided to run at lower 
bandwidth. We propose to only use an observer for the voice coil actuator, that is 
estimate position and velocity of the voice coil actuated arm alone. This end we subtract 
from the actual position measurement the estimated (relative) position of the micro- 
actuator using a model in parallel with this actuator (Fig.7.7). This involves an increase in 
the position error, due to unavoidable modeling errors, but estimator can be designed to 
reduce the effect of those variations.  
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Fig.7.8 Block diagram of controller - coarse actuator 
 
For state feedback with observer structure, the process and its model are described 
in the state space by the equations as follows. 
))(()()()1( 1 kxyLkUBkxAkx VcmestimatedeVCMee -++=+          (7.12) 
Vcmestimatedy  =
_
( ) ( )PEy k y k-                      (7.13) 
We define another term 1( ) ( ( ))estimatedVcme k y x k= - ; 
So      ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )e e VCM ex k A x k B U k L e k+ = + +         (7.14) 
where eA  and eB  are equivalent state space representation of VCM actuator.  
Eq.7.13 shows that estimated Vcmestimatedy  depends on the nominal model of micro- 
actuator characteristics. The variation of models can be considered as disturbance to the 
VCM actuator.  
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 In general observer has two inputs (Eq.7.12), we can then apply the superposition 
theorem. We consider separately each of these inputs in this structure. We can write from 
the state equations of the observer. It’s given by following   
1( 1) ( ) ( )e e VCMx k A x k B U k+ = +    : 11( 1) ( )ey k C x k+ =         (7.15)  
  2 2( 1) ( ) ( ( ))e ex k A x k L e k+ = +    : 22( 1) ( )ey k C x k+ =     (7.16) 
with   1 2( 1) ( ) ( )x k x k x k+ = +  : 1 2( 1) ( ) ( )y k y k y k+ = +  
 
Fig.7.9 Equivalent structure 
 
Consider the block diagram shown in Fig.7.9, where the feedback block F(z) is 
shaded, it describes the filter obtained from some block diagram manipulations on the 
starting structure. Its representation in the state space can be written as follows 
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))(()()()1( 22 keLkxCLAkx emee +-=+
ÙÙ
             (7.17) 
 22( 1) ( )y k x k
Ù Ù
+ =           (7.18) 
Eq.7.15 is same as state representation of given nominal model. Eq.7.16 that represent 
partly the filter F(z) which has as input the error between the plant and the model. 
So the transfer function of the filter is  
1( ) ( ) .m mF z zI A LC L
-= - +          (7.19) 
Where  L  can be chosen so that the system is stable and the error is acceptable small for 
variations in modeling of VCM actuator as well as micro-actuator. We can redraw Fig. 
7.9 as Fig.7.10 
 
Fig.7.10  
where  ( )G s  and ( )G s  are plant and nominal model of the plant. ( )C z  is controller and 




Bias force on a disk drive VCM actuator is cause by the stiffness of the ribbon 
cable carrying the electrical from the VCM to pre-amplifier, and off-set of the VCM 
driver and so on. The bias force, if not taken into account for control calculations, will 
cause positioning errors. There are two ways of dealing with it. One is to incorporate 
integral action into controller. The other technique is to estimate the bias force and add it 
to the existing control command. In this thesis, the second technique is considered so the 
effect counteracted by estimating it as and subtracting it from the control input. Assuming 
bias force du  to be slowly varying, we have to redefine the model for state estimation as 
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The state vector x(k) includes the displacement of VCM actuator and velocity. The bias 
input du  is assumed to be acting on the actuator in the same way as the input (u) acts. The 
observer is designed through state augmentation to include the input bias as another state. 
The augmented state equation is used to design an observer that estimates the states 
including the bias input. The estimated bias force is then subtracted from the control 
input to nullify its effect. If the estimate is correct, then the feedback of its value will 
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exactly cancel the real disturbance, and the system will behave as if no disturbance is 
present. The computation process of the required estimator gains is for augmented 
system. Augmented system is given as 
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The control is realized through estimated state feedback and the state estimator. Usually, 
the open loop gain crossover frequency for VCM is limited by the flexible modes of arm 
and suspension to less than 700Hz. Then, a controller for the secondary actuator is 
derived, considering all the limitations of the micro-actuator. Such limitations include the 
high resonant peak, the limited stroke and the possible damage caused by large transients. 
In the dual-stage system, the VCM loop works mainly in the low frequency range while 
the micro-actuator loop is responsible in the high frequency range. As we can prove later 
in this chapter, this micro-actuator loop is very useful to compensate for the high 
frequency runouts. By introducing this micro-actuator, the bandwidth can be extended to 
several kHz which is impossible with VCM alone. The approach introduced in this thesis 
takes advantage of the fact that the structure of a DISO system is significantly simpler 
than the structure of the general MIMO system. 
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The state feedback controller is designed such that the dominant complex 
conjugate poles of the closed loop have natural frequency 2700 /secn radw =  a 
radians/sec and damping factor 0.9x = . The corresponding feedback gain is 
40.22 1.5 10K -é ù= ´ë û . It may be noted that the augmented system Eq.7.20, is not 
controllable and hence the input bias though estimated, cannot be controlled using 
feedback. The effect of the bias is minimized by subtracting its estimated value directly 
from the VCM input. With the reference signal r included the VCM controller is given by  
                             41 2( ) 0.22( ( ) ( )) 1.5 10 ( ) ( )du k x k r k x k u k
-= - - - ´ -                       (7.24) 
The estimated bias ( )du k  is subtracted from the control signal generated using state 
feedback control as shown in Eq.7.24. 
 
7.4 Overview of the Micro-actuator Control 
The main objective of the micro-actuator tracking loop is to provide a range- limit 
but high bandwidth positioning capability, overcoming the structurally restricted 
bandwidth limitation of single-stage servo. The structure and performance of the micro-
actuator are key factors affecting the overall dual-stage servo design. However, there are 
many issues that will affect the performance of the micro-actuator unless good control 
methods are provided. Issues in micro-actuator control include: 
 
1) To reduce the effect of micro-actuator resonance; 
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2) To reduce the effect of the micro-actuator uncertainties (e.g. nonlinearity, un-
modeled dynamics, parameter change). 
 
We observe that the micro-actuator controller should be designed in such a way 
that the resonance of micro-actuator is not excited since; in general, it is not much lower 
than the Nyquist frequency of DSA control system. Thus, our task becomes to design a 
controller in such that the overall system is asymptotically stable, and the controlled 
output, corresponding to the tracking error, is as small as possible and decays as fast as 
possible. The frequency response of the micro-actuator shows constant gain at low 
frequency and resonant modes at high frequencies. The resonant modes in actuator give 
rise to vibrations, which results in a longer time to settle at the target track and amounts 
to a significant component of TMR. Proper compensation of these resonant modes is very 
important to achieve a large bandwidth of the secondary loop. Diverse control strategies 
and methods have been reported in the design of HDD servo sys tems with a dual-stage 
actuator [66 67 68 69 70,74]. These studies have accelerated the progress to improve 
HDD servo system performances, but more studies need to be done before such dual-
stage actuated HDD can be considered for commercialization. 
 
In reality the environmental variation, manufacturing process and material 
property, micro-actuator resonance frequency varies from its nominal values per each 
product and even during operation. The difference can be up to 20%[24 75] thus variation 
of micro-actuator resonance is an important issue in the design of dual-stage actuator 
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servo systems. This mismatch between the actual resonance frequency and the frequency 
on which the design is based can cause performance degradation and even instability. 
 
This section will focus on designing the feed forward control MAC . As stated in last 
chapter, the aim is to present a methodology for model-based design, based on uncertain, 
linear and time- invariant dynamic modes. The resulting method will be based on a 
frequency description of the uncertainty in the assumed dynamics and on the infinity 
minimization algorithm. The objective of this feedforward filter design is to push the 
bandwidth of macro actuator with performance variation. As explained in chapter 6 
standard notch filter or other compensators are very sensitive to such variations. A small 
perturbation in the resonance may cause the closed loop to become unstable. The 
robustness of the controller is very important. Our main objective to design a robust 
controller for suppressing resonant frequency as well as robustness is guaranteed.. Features 
of the envelope controller are highlighted in the last chapter 6. Steps as follows 
 
Step I: 
 Defining the envelope of model uncertainty is the first step in designing feed forward 
controller. MA model has been identified in chapter 3.  We use that model for our 
simulation and implementation. It is given as  
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Micro-actuator resonance frequency varies from its nominal values per each 
product and even during operation. The difference can be up to 20%.  The envelope has 
been obtained for 20% of variation of each resonant frequency. It is shown in Fig.7.11. 
 
Fig.7.11 Envelope of MA for resonant mode variation 
 Then inverse of the envelope will be considered as the specified magnitude response of 
the desired compensator.  The amplitude response of that compensator is required to 
approach some specified amplitude response with minimum error. 
 
Step II 
FIR filter has been considered as compensator to achieve the desired frequency response 
as close as possible. Here FIR filters are selected to avoid round off error which is 
common in implementation using low speed processors. 
An nth order FIR filter can be represented by the transfer function  
2 3 ( 1)
0 1 1 1( ) ........
N
MAC z a a z z a z a z
- -= + + + + +      (7.25) 
The desired compensator MAC  is selected with following coefficients. 
 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -60.22(1+1.33z +2.84z +2.42z +2.74z +1.25z +0.89z )MAC =               (7.26) 
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 When the coefficients are selected input saturation has been considered as one constraint. 
As control point of view, if bandwidth is large then the control signal tends to be 
saturated. It will damage the MA. So the bandwidth of selected compensator compared to 
desired one is lower shown in Fig. 7.12. 
 
Fig 7.12 Desired compensator and designed compensator 
 
7.5 Simulation and Experimental Results 
Effectiveness of the designed controller is verified using both simulation and 
experiment. Although the controllers are designed using nominal models of the two  
actuators, high order plant model representing significant resonant modes are used for 
simulating the dynamics of the plant. Uncertainties of micro-actuators are considered for 
designing micro-actuator feedforward controllers, stability of the system can be 
guaranteed for those variations. Robustness of the controller is verified through 
simulation only. Experimental implementation shows only the step response of the closed 
loop system. In HDDs, reading/writing of data is allowed once the head is safely placed 
within the range of ±5%of the track-pitch from the centre of the track. We showed this 
error limit in all the plots showing displacement. 
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7.5. I. Sensitivity Loop Transfer Function 
The sensitivity or error transfer functions ( )VCMS jw with VCM alone and 
( )DSAS jw  with DSA, respectively, are shown in Fig.7.13. It is obvious that the 
dual-stage actuators provides better bandwidth and, hence, better tracking. The 
sensitivity functions of the closed loop system are also plotted in Fig.7.14 for 
20%variations in the frequency of the resonant modes. It is clearly seen that the 
controller is capable of accommodating that much variation in the characteristics 
of MA actuator.  
 
Fig.7.13 Sensitivity frequency response for VCM and DSA 
 
Fig.7.14.Change in the Sensitivity for Variations in Resonant Frequency 
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7.5.2. Step Response 
Simulated step response of the closed loop system, including both VCM 
and PZT responses are shown in Fig.7.15 for a command of 1 µm displacement. 
Corresponding control signals are shown in Fig.7.11. 
              
Fig.7.15 Response for small step input: displacement 
 
Fig.7.16 Response for small step input: input signals 
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The dual actuator responds much faster than the coarse single actuator. For our design, the 
single actuator bandwidth is about 500Hz, but that of the micro-actuator is just less than 3 
kHz. The bandwidth of the VCM loop cannot be extended much further due to the presence 
of lightly damped resonant modes. The dual-stage actuator takes the advantage of the fast 
response of micro-actuator and reduces significantly the time taken to move the read-write 
head to the adjacent track. As the VCM actuator reaches near the target, the micro-actuator 
is brought back to the centre of its operational range. The micro-actuator is therefore placed 
optimally for disturbance rejection during track following. One of the key issues in using 
mass-produced PZT micro-actuator is the variation in resonant characteristics. The 
designed controller should be robust enough to accommodate such variations. Step 
responses were simulated with 20%variations in the resonant frequency of the PZT actuator 
to verify the robustness of the designed controller. The differences between these responses 
(Fig.7.17) are insignificant. 
 
Fig.7.17 Step response with 20% variation in PZT resonance frequency 
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Response is further simulated for step command of large displacement (50 µm) to 
study the effect of micro-actuator saturation on the performance [Fig.7.18-Fig.7.19]. In 
this case, the micro-actuator quickly saturates, and remains saturated until the coarse 
actuator brings the error sufficiently small for the micro-actuator to become actively 
involved again. The micro-actuator is approximately five times faster than the VCM 
actuator we allow the micro-actuator to act on the same position error as fed to the 
primary actuator. This has a consequence that the fast PZT actuator will quickly saturate 
for large changes in the position reference, and only when the VCM actuator has brought 
the error down to within the operational range of the PZT actuator good tracking will be 
ensured. Such control mimics qualitatively time optimal control. Positioning of the 
micro-actuator in the centre of its operational range is also optimal from a disturbance 
rejection point of view. 
 The effect of input shaping FIR filter is clearly visible in the transient part of the 
micro-actuator response. It takes about 2.5 ms to bring the position error within the 5% 
tolerance band. 
 
Fig.7.18 Response for large step input: displacement 
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Fig.7.19 Response for large step input: input signals 
 
7.5.3. Runout Disturbance Test 
Track following servo systems have to ensure that the PES is kept to 
minimum. As the track density increases rapidly, canceling the higher harmonics 
component of the RRO is an effective way to obtain better accuracy of the head 
positioning, especially in servo prewritten disk drives. Then dual-stage actuation 
has been proposed as a means of attaining the necessary servo bandwidth to 
achieve the required runout and disturbances rejection [46 76]. The disturbances 
in HDDs are due to the following sources: 
 
1. Repeatable runout (RRO) caused by the rotation of the spindle 
motor and consists of frequencies that are multiples of the spindle 
frequency. It can be modeled and canceled, as it is locked to disk 
rotation both in phase and frequency, and is repeatable. The level 
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of RRO depends on the characteristics of the HDD and is 
measured as total run-out. 
2. Non-repeatable runout (NRRO), coming from three main sources: 
vibration shocks, mechanical disturbance and electrical noise. 
NRROs are usually random and un-predictable, unlike repeatable 
runouts. 
3. External disturbances caused by external linear/rotary shock and 
vibration, cabinet enclosure vibrations. 
 
Although we do not consider the effects of runout disturbances in our design, it 
turns out that the dual-stage is capable of rejecting the first few modes of the runout 
disturbances. The performance of the closed loop system in presence of RRO is verified by 
injecting a sinusoidal signal into the measurement output, i.e., the new measurement output 
is the sum of the actuator output and the runout disturbance. The disturbance signal is 
generated as linear combination of the sinusoidal waves at the fundamental frequency of 
disk rotation and its harmonics, representing the disturbances caused by spindle runout and 
disk flutter. The frequencies of 150Hz, 300Hz and 450Hz were considered for the 
simulation. The artificial runout disturbance is: 
 
( ) 0.1sin(150 ) 0.05sin(300 ) 0.02sin (450 )w t t t g tp p p= + +     (7.28) 
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 Fig.7.20 Runout signal 
 
Lastly, we conduct the PES tests for the complete single- and dual-stage actuated servo 
systems. Given same runout signal, we compare the tracking error using single-stage and 
dual-stage actuated system. The dual-stage runout tracking error is shown in Fig.7.21. To 
compare the effect, the single-stage runout tracking error is presented in Fig.7.22.  
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Fig.7.21 Disturbance rejection by dual stage actuated system 
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Fig.7.22 Comparison: Disturbance rejection by dual-stage actuated system (solid) and 
 single actuated system (dot) 
7.5.4 Experimental Setup 
The controllers for dual actuated system are implemented using dSPACE 
controller development card (chapter 3). The position feedback is obtained from the 
LDV, which measures the displacement of the actuator with the help of a laser beam 
shining the tip of the actuator. Sampling frequency is, therefore, not restricted here as in 
an HDD. However, in order to emulate the sampling frequency restriction of a real drive, 
we chose the sampling frequency to be 20kHz. Experiment is performed for a change in 
position reference from -1 mm to +1 mm, and the result is shown below. 
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dSpace Real time System
LDV VCM Driver PZT Driver
 
 Block Diagram 
 
Fig.7.23 Experimental setup 
 
7.5.5 Experimental Results 
The response of the closed loop system for a step change at the reference input is 
shown in Fig.7.24. The output of the micro-actuator is estimated and used to find the 
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displacement of the VCM actuator. These estimated signals are also shown in Fig.7.24. 
Input signals for VCM and PZT actuators are shown in Fig.7.25 and Fig.7.26, respectively.  
 
Fig.7.24 Implementation results: displacement 
 
Fig.7.25. Implementation results: VCM control input 
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Fig.7.26 Implementation results: MA control input 
 
Implementation result conforms with that found through simulation. Performance 
for larger commands could not be verified due to the limitation of the feedback mechanism 
used for this experiment. In our setup, the LDV uses the laser beam reflected from the read-
write head slider to measure its velocity and displacement. Since the actuator moves on an 
arc, the reflected beam gets deviated from the line of incidence for longer displacement, 
and causes the LDV to be out of focus. 
 
7.6 Conclusion 
We described the linear model of a dual-actuated servomechanism used in hard 
disk drive. The controllers for the primary and secondary actuators are designed 
independently ensuring the stability of the VCM loop in the event of secondary-stage 
failure. Our design is based on exploiting the  PZT micro-actuator to near its bandwidth 
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capacity, by using a robust feedforward compensator. A PD compensator based on 
observed state is used for the slower VCM actuator. Only the states of the coarse actuator 
are estimated using the observer. Since the displacement of the VCM alone is not 
available for measurement, feedforward estimation of the micro-actuator’s position is 
used to derive position of the slow actuator. This provides a reasonable compromise 
between accurate position tracking and fast trans ient acquisition of the read/write head ’s 
position. The overall improvement in performance achieved by the dual actuator 
configuration over the single actuator design is significant. As can be observed, no real 
controller optimization has been performed, but rather classical design techniques have 
been applied. Contribution of this paper lies in the design philosophy of this dual actuator 
problem. A complete design validation will have to involve a more realistic experiment 
including a study of the disturbance rejection for spindle motor vibration and eccentricity 
induced disturbances. At this point in time, given the achieved bandwidth, we are 
convinced that disturbances of up to 500Hz can be adequately rejected. The work will be 
further extended to multirate design where a lower update frequency is used for the VCM 
input. The position signal cannot be sampled at an arbitrarily high frequency due to 
inherent limitation of the disk drive systems. The desired bandwidth of the VCM loop is 
rather low, and can be achieved with sampling rate of 10kHz or below. The faster 
secondary actuator loop, on the other hand, requires higher sampling rate. The 
feedforward compensator for the PZT actuator can be designed and implemented at 
higher sampling using interpolated information from the slower VCM system. It has been 









Mulitrate Controller for Dual Actuated 
Hard Disk Drives Servo Mechanism 
 
8.1 Introduction 
High servo bandwidth is required as the track density of a hard disk drive 
increases. It was proven in last chapter that dual actuated hard disk drive was one feasible 
solution. We intend to implement the controller using a digital signal processor. It is 
desirable to keep the control algorithm simple so that the computation of control signal 
requires less time. Typical sampling frequency in an HDD servomechanism ranges 
between 10kHz and 15kHz, which corresponds to sampling intervals between 100µs and 
66µs. These sampling frequencies are sufficiently large to design a controller for the 
VCM actuator, for which the target closed loop bandwidth lies below 1kHz. However, 
the compensator for the MA, whose frequency response is shown in the chapter 2, 
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demands for higher sampling frequency. Commonly available suspension with MA 
actuator shows resonant behavior at above 5kHz. It is hard to design using 10kHz 
sampling a compensator that provides sufficient attenuation at this frequency but 
maximizes the width of pass band. So we intend to use a higher update frequency (20 
kHz) for the MA compensator, resulting in a dual-rate system. It is understood that the 
two actuators do not respond in same fashion. The response of the primary actuator is 
expected to be slower than that of the secondary stage. It makes complete sense to update 
the slower actuator at a slower rate reducing the burden on the processing power. The 
design of multirate controller for dual-stage actuator was presented in several published 
literature. Tomizuka et al. proposed a method of sampling the position error signal (PES) 
at a frequency suitable for the design of the PZT compensator, and then down-sampling 
the PES for the VCM loop [77]. It is shown in Fig.8.1. In their paper, Semba et al. 
proposed a method of up-sampling the PES by injecting ’0’ at regular intervals between 
two sampled PES [78]. This method of up sampling introduces high frequency noise, 
which is explained in Section III-C. In that paper, the effect of this noise was minimized 
using H¥  optimization. The method of up sampling reduces the phase delay contributed 
by the zero order hold (ZOH), as the update is done at higher frequency. Both of these 
works assumed an availability of PES at high sampling rate (25kHz), which is almost 
twice that of a typical HDD. Such a high sampling rate is not desirable in the context of 
HDD as it increases the servo overhead or the percentage of storage area consumed by 
the servo data (chapter 2). The position information of a HDD servomechanism is 
encoded on the disk, interleaved with the data blocks. Increase in the rate of sampling of 
the position data is possible by either increasing the rotational speed of the spindle motor 
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that spins the disk or increasing the number of servo sectors (locations where position 
data is written). Increase in the speed of spindle motor causes increased heat generation 
inside the enclosure. Moreover the spectrum of disturbances contributed by spindle 
motion is shifted towards higher frequency which in turn requires higher closed loop 
bandwidth. Increasing the number of servo sectors, on the other hand, increases servo 
overhead. So we maintain the sampling frequency at 10kHz, and achieve improved 
performance through the use of dual-rate controller. 
In our approach, the dynamics of two actuators are decoupled and then two 
controllers are designed independently for the two actuators. As a result, the expected 
open loop response of the two actuators can be defined separately and the sampling 
interval of the two designs can be selected independently. The slow response VCM loop 
is fed with the samples of the PES. The compensator for the secondary actuator gets an 
up-sampled and interpolated error signal. This approach improves the performance with a 
lower PES sampling frequency.  
 
8.2 Controller Design 
  8.2.1 Control Architecture  
The primary focus of this section is to design and implement a closed loop 
servomechanism using a dual-stage actuator for positioning the read/write heads in a hard 
disk drive. The primary stage of the actuator, i.e. the VCM, is used for moving the 
read/write head over a long distance or long seek. The PZT secondary stage, on the other 
hand, is meant for (1) improved response during short seek, and (2) reduced position 
error during track following i.e. when the head is maintained over the center of a data 
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track. We want the difference between the target track and the displacement effectuated 
by the VCM as the input to the secondary actuator path. This causes a large error to be 
fed to the PZT branch at the beginning of a long seek. As a result, the PZT saturates and 
reach an extreme deflection. As the read/write head approaches the target track, the 
secondary actuator is retracted to its mean position and is able to move on either side 
during track following. The primary and the secondary stages play the dominant roles 
during the long seek and the track following mode, respectively. Contributions from both 
the actuators are important during the settling at the end of a long seek or during a short 
seek. Suspension resonance of the VCM actuator varies quite a bit in frequency and 
damping. We must make the system gain stable at this frequency. This limits the 
bandwidth of the VCM loop. We require significant gain margin at this frequency from 
the open loop transfer function. That puts a limit to the achievable open-loop crossover 
frequency. As shown in Fig .4.10, the first resonance of VCM occurs at 3kHz with an 
overshoot of about 20dB from the base line (transfer function without resonance). An 
attenuation of more than 20 dB at this frequency is required. Because the rigid body 
model of the VCM is a double integrator, the phase is -180 degree at low frequencies. A 
zero must therefore be placed at a frequency lower than the open loop crossover 
frequency to ensure reasonable phase margin. The slope of the magnitude response of the 
open loop transfer function (double integrator and a zero) is expected to be -20 dB/decade 
at the crossover frequency. With these constraints, it is difficult to get the open loop 
crossover frequency anywhere close to 1kHz, and the zero of the open loop transfer 
function will lie at few hundred Hz. Based on the root locus consideration, we can 
assume that the closed loop will have pole near this frequency yielding a slow response. 
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This kind of bandwidth is not enough during track following mode, where the disturbance 
spectrum goes well beyond several hundred Hz. Use of the secondary actuator solves this 
problem. The PZT actuator, because of its small mass, is capable of responding faster. 
Moreover, the first resonance frequency of the PZT actuator lies in the range of 5.6kHz. 
Sampling frequency of 10kHz is sufficient to design and implement the controller 
described above for the VCM actuator. However, the PZT compensator demands a higher 
sampling frequency. One possibility is to use higher sampling for both actuators. 
Unfortunately, the selection of the sampling frequency is not arbitrary in the case of hard 
disk drive servomechanism. Instead of increasing the sampling frequency, we implement 
a multirate system for the given problem. The rate of sampling is kept at the value 
defined by the HDD hardware. The compensator for the VCM is designed and 
implemented at this rate. The PZT compensator is designed assuming higher sampling 
frequency, and the error signal is fed to the PZT loop via up sampling, as shown in 
Fig.8.1. Gvcm and GmA are the transfer functions of the VCM and MA actuator, 
respectively. The measured output (Ymeas) is the total displacement produced by the DSA 
and the effect of various lateral movements of the spindle motor and disks. The 
disturbance at the input of the VCM contributed by the flex cable that is attached to the 
VCM and carries signal to and from the read/write heads is denoted by du  in this 
schematic. Measured output is sampled at an interval of T sec, and the VCM input is 






, where the 
upsampling ratio (r) is an integer. We find that r = 2 is adequate to compare with single 
rate dual-stage actuators, that is the input to the micro-actuator is updated at a rate twice 
that of the sampling frequency. The process of up sampling introduces noise at high 
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frequency which is not desirable. The desired trajectory of the secondary actuator is 
interpolated after up sampling to reduce this noise. The trajectory can be predicted fairly 
accurately based on slow dynamics of the primary actuator. A detail of this interpolation 
method is explained in controller design. The dual-rate controller is designed using the 
method of partial estimation proposed in chapter 7 to achieve high bandwidth dual-stage 
system with low sampling of position error signal (PES).  
 
Fig. 8.1 Dual-rate control architecture 
  8.2.2 Controller for Primary Actuator 
 
As the voice coil actuator is a double integrator, PD (Proportional-plus 
Derivative) control is the obvious candidate. The controller gain has to be rolled off at a 
frequency sufficiently below the resonant frequency. We can use same approach 
explained in chapter 7 for designing controller for primary actuator.  So the proposed 
architecture of the controller is shown in Fig 8.2. 
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Fig.8.2 Control architecture for dual rate-dual-stage systems 
  8.2.3 Controller for Secondary Actuator 
The main objective of the micro-actuator tracking loop is to provide a range-
limited but high bandwidth positioning capability. So we decided to compensate for the 
resonant frequency of the secondary actuator. The resonant modes of macro actuators are 
around 6kHz and 8kHz. A sampling frequency of 10kHz is not enough to design a 
compensator to cancel these resonant modes. Significant resonances can alias down to 
frequencies that are very near the servo bandwidth, presenting both stability and transient 
performance problems. If the secondary actuator can be updated at a faster rate then these 
modes can be compensated. The error signal ,v r vese y y= -  for the secondary actuator 
branch is available at a low sampling rate (T). The process of interpolation used along 
with the up sampling is explained below. We design the controller for secondary actuator 
assuming a higher sampling rate or lower sampling interval 
T
r
, for integer r. Up-
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sampling of the error signal me is necessary to match the rate of the MA compensator. 
The simplest form of up sampling injects r - 1 number of 0-valued samples at the 
intermediate points. 
                           ( , ) ( ), 0; ( , ) 0, 1,2,......( 1)v v ve k i e k i e k i i r= = = = -                      (8.1) 
This is equivalent to modulating the analog signal by a series of triangular pulses of 




Taking the frequency domain perspective, we can conclude that this process replicates 
the spectrum of the analog signal around the frequency of the modulating signal. This 
increase in high frequency noise can be reduced by proper smoothing at the intermediate 
points. Use of a zero-order hold between sampling points was used by Tomizuka et al. for 
a different design problem. There, the signal sampled at low rate is held constant at 
intermediate points of higher sampling rate. 
                                       ( , ) ( ,0),v ve k i e k i= "                                                             (8.2) 
 Interpolation is achieved through the VCM output which varies slower tan the MA 
output. At the sampling instant k, the value of ( 1)ve k +  is using VCM model and past 
information. Intermediate values from the following equation 
        ,
( ( 1) ( ,0))
( , ) ( ,0) 0,.......( 1)v pred vv v
e k e k
e k i e k i r
r
+ -
= + = -                                 (8.3) 
Interpolation is shown graphically in Fig.8.3. Once the prediction of ve  is available. The 
interpolation can be implemented using a finite- impulse response, 
1
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Fig.8.3 Control architecture 
 
However, higher values of r means larger computation. We selected r = 2 so that 
computational delay is kept minimum. In order to achieve as large a bandwidth as 
possible for the micro-actuator loop, we compensate for the resonances in the micro- 
actuator through a robust feed forward compensator. The frequency and damping of the 
micro-actuator resonances vary between actuators. Even in the same actuator, these 
parameters may deviate from their nominal values due to changes in temperature and 
other operating conditions. It was found that the variations can be as high as 20% of the 
nominal values. The anti vibration feed forward controller must be robust with respect to 
20% variations in the resonance. We define the envelope of model uncertainty for the 
frequency range of interest. The algorithm explained in chapter.6 was used to design 
robust control algorithm for MA. 
 
Step 1  
We define the envelope of model uncertainty for the frequency range of interest 
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,
( ) max ( )
i in m
E G
x x w w
w w
Î Î
= Õ Õ                           (8.5) 
The upper and lower limits of the natural frequency and damping ratio of the ith  resonant 
mode. That is, 
                                ,min ,max ,min ,max( ) ( )i i i i i i i iw xw w w w x x x x= £ £ = £ £Õ Õ           (8.6) 
 
 
Fig.8.4 Uncertainty envelop for the MA actuator 
The upper bound of the uncertainties in the resonance of the MA actuator is 
defined by this envelope, which is plotted in Fig.8.4 for the actuator that is used in this 
work. The inverse of this envelope ( )nE w  is the desired magnitude response of the feed 
forward compensator for the MA that can robustly cancel the resonant modes. We design 
the feed forward compensator using a number of well placed zeroes in the vicinity of the 
resonant poles, plus a number of high bandwidth poles to give enough attenuation in the 
high frequency. Such a filter can be implemented either as a single FIR filter or a cascade 
of FIR filters. The designed Filter is, 
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    1 2 1 2 1 2( ) 0.27(1 0.17 0.92 )(1 0.53 0.91 )(1 1.14 0.88 )F z z z z z z z- - - - - -= - + + + + +          (8.7) 
The frequency response of the designed compensator and desired response for ( )nE w  are 
shown in Fig.8.8. It is obvious that the compensator can attenuate the high frequency 
signals and satisfies the robustness condition. 
 




 8.3.1  Simulation Results 
First we check the sensitivity function of the designed sys tem that uses PES 
sampled at 10kHz, but the input to the PZT updated at 20kHz. However, there is no 
closed form solution for frequency response analysis of the dual-rate system. So, we 
obtain the sensitivity and various other frequency domain responses using transfer 
function estimation through FFT of input and output signal with carefully selected input 
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excitation [79]. The sensitivity is shown in Fig. 8.9. For the sake of comparison, we also 
plot the sensitivity function obtained with single-rate design with 20kHz sampling 
frequency. No significant difference is visible. It proves that the partial up-sampling 
scheme presented in this paper can achieve performance equivalent to that of single-rate 
design but higher sampling frequency. The closed loop frequency response is shown in 
Fig.8.10. The obtained bandwidth is around 1.5kHz. 
 
Fig.8.9 Sensitivity function 
 
Fig 8.10 Frequency response of the dual rate closed loop transfer function 
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The response of the closed loop system to a step command of magnitude 1µm is 
shown in Fig.8.11 and Fig.8.12. Though the VCM alone responds quite slow, the 
combined effect of both the VCM and PZT enters the ±5% error bound in less than 0.5 
ms. This error bound is widely used in the data storage industry as the tolerance limit for 
reading and writing of data. Slow response of the VCM ensures that the resonant modes 
are not excited. The secondary actuator defects towards the commanded direction at the 
beginning of the response, and then it retracts to the mean position as the VCM 
approaches the target. It is noted that we can obtain a response similar to that of a 20kHz 
single rate systems (chapter 7) using a 10kHz PES sampling frequency.  In order to test 
the robustness of the controller, we change the resonant characteristics of the PZT 
actuator and observe the response. One such response is shown in Fig.8.13. For all 
simulations, high order models of VCM and PZT are used as plant. 
 
Fig 8.11 Simulation: Step response 
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Fig.8.12 Simulation: Control Inputs 
 
Fig.8.13 Simulation: Step response in presence of model mismatch 
 
 8.3.2 Experimental Results 
The designed controller is implemented on a 3.5-inch HDD. During normal 
operation of the HDD, the position feedback is sensed from the pre-written servo sectors 
on the disks. Implementing a closed loop servo system using the usual position feedback 
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requires the knowledge of the PES demodulation method used in the HDD, which is not 
possible without technical support from the industry. The setup described in chapter 6 
was used for implementation. The response to a step command of 1µm is shown in 
Fig.8.14, and the corresponding VCM and PZT inputs are shown in Fig.8.15 and 
Fig.8.16. It takes less than 0.4 ms to reach the error bound of ±5%, which matches fairly 
well with the simulation results. We could not however verify the performance for longer 
seek length or the capability to reject runout disturbance due to limitations of the setup. 
Since the head position is not measured from the disks, all disturbances related to the 
motion of spindle motor and disks are not present in the experimental setup. As the read-
write head moves on an arc, the rejected light moves away from the incident laser beam 
as the head moves. For seek longer than 1µm the rejected beam goes out of focus of the 
LDV receiver. 
 




Fig.8.15 Experiment: VCM input. 
 
Fig.8.16 Experiment: PZT input 
 
Lastly, we conducted the experimental frequency response for closed loop and 
tracking response for the complete single- and dual-stage actuated servo systems. Given 
same condition, we compared the tracking error using single-stage and dual-stage 
actuated system. The single-stage and dual-stage experimental frequency responses are 
shown in Fig.8.17 and Fig.8.18. Experimental results show that dual-stage system 
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Fig.8.18.  Experiment: closed loop frequency response 
 
8.4 Conclusion 
Discrete time servo controller is designed for a dual-stage actuated head 
positioning system in a hard disk drive. Controller is designed exploiting the advantages 
of multirate systems. Simulation and experimental results show that high bandwidth can 
be achieved with limited sampling frequency. A robust feed forward compensator for the 
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PZT secondary stage is designed using a novel technique of envelope matching. This 
provides the robustness of the micro-actuator loop required to overcome the problem of 
uncertainties in the model of the micro-actuator. A bandwidth of about 1.5kHz is 
obtained. The dual-stage actuator is capable of achieving the bandwidth beyond 1.5kHz, 
but it is limited to 1.5kHz to ensure robustness to plant variations. This study will be 
extended to DIDO system where actual sampling frequency is different for each loop. 
Compensator design using envelope matching can be further studied to achieve optimal 
































Conclusions and Suggestions 
 
9.1 Conclusion 
In this dissertation, design simplicity and robust design for resonant variations are 
considered and further developed into a practical me thodology by applying it to HDD 
servomechanism. Several control schemes are developed for the HDD system using 
multirate architecture.   They are 1) Multirate control for single stage actuator, 2) Partial 
estimation method for dual-stage actuator 3) Feedforward controller for multimode 
system 4) Dual rate control for dual stage actuator. The effectiveness of the proposed 
schemes is underscored using simulation results, and by implementing on a laboratory-
standard test platform. These results demonstrate that the proposed methods are very 
effective in the practical control systems where there are constraints on the choice of 
sampling rate. We can easily find out that the proposed architecture using multirate 
control provides a simpler and more direct way to improve the servo performance of the 
hard disk drive. Simplicity gives the proposed scheme an advantage over various 
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optimum design techniques such as H¥-optimization which often results in a controller of 
very high order. Noticeable improvement is achieved in the short track seeking and track 
following modes using the proposed architecture.  
 
The main motivation of this research is to identify suitable control architectures 
and design strategies for servomechanism where the choice of sampling rate is restricted 
by physical constraints. Such constraints may arise either from the need for reduction in 
cost or from physical limitations in the system. Hard disk drive servomechanism, the 
platform used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed design, is an example of the 
second category. The rate of sampling the position error is limited in HDD by the number 
of servo sectors per track and the angular speed of the disks. This sampling rate imposes 
a bottleneck on the performance that can be achieved. This limitation can be overcome to 
some extent by using a higher update rate for the control signal. In many practical 
systems, the cost may become the primary factor behind the use of multi-rate control. The 
analog to digital converter (ADC) is usually more expensive than the digital to analog 
converter (DAC). The difference becomes more prominent for components of higher 
sampling frequency.  Thus it is more cost effective to implement a system with ADCs 
running at frequencies lower than those for DACs. 
 
Design of a controller for a servomechanism with control update rate different 
from the sampling rate is first addressed in this thesis. Several researchers have studied 
the design of a multirate control system in the past. Transforming the multirate SISO 
system into a single-rate multi- input single-output (MISO) system is widely adopted by 
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these researchers for systems with higher rate of control update. The conventional MIMO 
tools are then used to design the controller. This thesis uses a simpler approach by 
designing an observer-based controller assuming high sampling rate and feeding an up-
sampled sequence of position error to the controller. Different methods of up-sampling 
are studied and their effects are considered in the design of the controller for a single-
stage actuator. 
Tracking performance that can be achieved in HDD servomechanism using a 
VCM actuator is limited by the structural features of the actuator itself. Use of advanced 
control strategies can help to improve the performance of HDD servo mechanism. The 
rate of improvement in performance achieved with the help of such solutions is lower 
than the rate which the current growth in track density demands for. This motivated the 
industry to use a lightweight actuator mounted on the VCM actuator. These dual-stage 
actuators are the appropriate candidates for multirate control. The dynamics of this 
micro-actuator is much faster than the VCM dynamics. The target bandwidth for the 
secondary stage is higher than that for the primary stage. As a result, it is very much 
appropriate to select the update rate for the micro-actuator input higher than that for the 
VCM. Using higher update rate for the both is also an option, but that comes with the 
cost of higher processing requirements. Design of the dual-stage controller with slower 
rate for the primary stage and faster rate for the secondary stage is another contribution of 
this work. 
 
Some issues inherent in the structure of the dual-stage actuator in HDD must be 
addressed in the process of designing the controller. The Only measurement available in 
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the HDD servomechanism is the position of the R/W head reflects the combined effect of 
both the actuators. The dual-stage actuator, as a result, is an example of dual- input single-
output (DISO) system. Controller can be designed by treating this as a special case of the 
MIMO plant and then applying various MIMO design tools. Several researchers have 
taken that approach. However, such design often results in a controller of high order, 
which is not desirable in the HDD industry. An architecture employing partial estimation 
of the states is used in this thesis. The fact that the micro-actuator responds faster is 
exploited to approximate the output of the primary-stage, which is then used in the state 
estimator. With only the VCM states estimated, the primary stage is controlled using 
estimated state feedback. The secondary actuator is controlled using a feedforward 
compensator. The main challenge faced in the design of this feed forward compensator is 
ensuring the robustness of the combined system. The secondary actuator shows fairly 
constant gains at low frequency with lightly damped resonant modes manifested in the 
high frequency. Proper compensation of these resonant modes is the key to success in 
achieving large bandwidth. The resonant characteristics however vary significantly 
between actuators, and also in the same actuator because of wear and tear. The 
compensator must be robust to accommodate these changes. Feed forward compensation 
of the lightly damped structural modes has been studied in the past by many researchers. 
Proposed schemes include input shaping, use of notch filters, etc. This thesis proposes a 
feed forward compensator designed using frequency domain optimization methodology. 
Above proposed controllers are verified not only by simulations but also by 
experiments. It shows that, better tracking and seeking performance can be achieved for 
proto type models given in chapter 4.   
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9.2 Suggestions for Future Research 
It is possible to make improvements to the ideas contained in this thesis. 
Specifically, the following topics should be considered for further investigations: 
 
1.  Develop a dual rate controller for Dual Input Dual Output (DIDO) systems where 
systems outputs can be   measured. Recent research shows that [33] micro-actuator can 
be used as a reliable sensor. It will reduce the uncertainty constraints in controller design. 
 
 
Fig.9.1 Dual rate for DIDO systems 
 Control structure shown in Fig.9.1   has an advantage that the controller design can be 
decoupled (discussed in chapter 7) which is an attractive feature of any control design. As 
explained in previous chapters positional output is restricted in HDD. Sampling 
frequency (T') will be different from output position sampling frequency (T). T and T' 
can be selected based on VCM performance and micro-actuator performance, 
respectively (explained in chapter 8).  Since T' and T are different  (i.e. T'>T), we need to 
down sample at point A for designing VCM controller and up sample at point B for MA 
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actuator design.  The controller design methodology using up-sampling explained in 
chapter 8 can be extended to the Dual Input Dual Output (DIDO) structure of Fig 9.1. 
 
 
2. Use optimization techniques to find the best optimized ratio for dual rate 
controllers for dual-stage actuators.  Finding the optimal multirate ratio for the 
single-stage actuator is presented in chapter 4. It is based on the frequency 
response method.  The multirate ratio for the dual-stage actuator has been 
selected to satisfy the constraints on Nyquist frequency, as explained in 
chapter 8. Two different ratios, one for up-sampling and the other for down-
sampling, are to be selected. These ratios can be chosen with proper 
consideration to the micro-actuator performance and overall performance. 
Further studies are required in finding an optimum ratio for the multirate 
control of the dual-stage actuator. 
 
In addition to the above suggestions to the ideas the following modifications in 
the structure of the piezo actuator are worth for future considerations: 
 
1. There should be a significant improvement on the bandwidth of the 
piezoelectric actuator. The resonant modes of the piezoelectric actuator used 
here are simply not high enough. These resonant modes must be made pushed 
further away at higher frequencies to meet the growing demand for high TPI 
in the hard disk drives. 
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2.  The maximum displacement of the piezoelectric actuator should be made as 
large as possible. Currently available piezo-electric micro-actuators for HDD 
provide maximum displacement of only a few mm. As a result, the 
improvement is noticeable only during track following and short seek. The 
secondary actuator capable of larger deflection means more active role for it 
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